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pany to assist in every way possible
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of the State, to inquire into violations of such laws, to arrest crimiWashington. May 3. State official
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nals, deliver them over to the local
today received calls for men to fill
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officers,
and
peace
ALL
DUTY 1
should consult and cooperACTIVE SERVICE ateThey
. amos
with sheriffs, local peace officers,
about May 25. The provost marshal
furnish
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to be used in the
office announced that the
trial of si'di criminals.
New Mexico lias Hone well in car- general's
call was for 233,742 men-Th(Providence Journal)
1 ho Now Mexico Mounted Police, and with District Attorneys,
its
for til e
of
the
burden
of
(New York Tribune)
rying
quota
men were ordered to entrain
was a little over a week auo
that long had lain dormant, has been enforcement , of the laws f ir the.
hr.s more at stake in
preparing for war, and of actually lor camp within the five days' ncriod that Mr. Lloyd George startled hi s
V-iDemocracy
I
iJ
revived and will be one of the most protection ot property ot all kinds the
The peril of America beginning May 25. This brings the country-me- n
snakincj war.
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lighting . than
by proposing that mci
active
afand
in
factors
trom
or
and her Allies is today so extreme total number ot men called
tire
powerful
other
larceny
event
since it was born
single
any
the up to fifty years of age be subject
lor
damage;,,,
fording adequate protection to the or injury; and during the war enter-iothat merely to do well will not suf- month of May, including soccial to tne dratt, and that
earth
conscription
fice The German butchers are ham- classes, to
gency should consult and cooperate
property and lives of the state.
be extended to Ireland.
It se.ems unnecessary to dwell upon
y
305,000.
the
approximately
with
the
comFederal
into
and
with mem- the military facts. They are
officers,
Putting
organization
New Mexico's
mering upon the defenses of Paris,
of this call is proposal is the law of the realm.
very
mission again was the result of con- bers of State, Comity, and Communiand threatening to begin a bombard- - 985 and they arequota
obscure, and, besides, they change
ordered to report The "military age" is advanced to a
between
ferences
Councils
Governor
of
in
Defense,
order to so rapidly that one may be
went of England. Every human
ty
Lindsey
ar camp oay.
maximum that only countries makia
writing
and Chas. Springer with Vic. Cu- prevent, detect and punish violations the
i'ng interested in the preservation of
In addition to the above 6207 skit- - ing their last stand in a war have
PS $
of things which are allberson, president of the New Mexico of the Selective Service Law, acts readypresent
Liberty, and every agency or organ- led men are called for special ser- ever established.
remote and irreparable.
Cattle and Horse Growers' Associa- of disloyalty, the spreading of Gerization striving to this end, must vice in several different branches.
The whole human . t't'air is enor
That there should be conscription
tion and Chas. L. Ballard, of the New man propaganda or other seditious
double and redouble efforts, until
Capt. R- - C. Reid. U. S. disbursing in Ireland, as in England, Scotland
What might
compressed.
Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board, at the or treasonable acts, or violations of mously
there is being accomplished the ut- officer for New Mexico is
have filled a century happens in an
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convention
which
In
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in
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that
order
such hour.
most of earthly effort.
with the duty of apportioning this is only just and equitable to Ire
Vegas. How the plans were work- cooperation may be most effective,
Our trust is not in military science,
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land as well as to Great Britain, and
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United Kingdom account for
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ny me
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conferdecided to hold a state-widl.uard. and t tie expense of mainten-- campaigns.
Ireland has the thought of conscrio- ence of all war workers. This condestiny.
ance will be carried jointly by the' K.ich member of the Company
Richard P. Hobson. famous as hav tiou aroused serious agitation since
ference will he participated in by
French Army To Rescue
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war with Spain,
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tional Defense and of various Fed- bay during
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OF THE ARMY OF FRANCE
is our belief that every war worker ed a large audience at the New won. Every adult person must place
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be returned to it by any one who
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Herbert J. McGrath. for many ceases
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Grant
creased in efficiency, through his unand
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Thursday
Night,
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ago.
rated as one ot the most effective of- pany.
tt was the. ame spiritctiiiuijr
fighting ranks. That, in practice,
derstanding of the whole plan of the auspices of the
that saved
Cooperate With Other States
ficers that New Mexico has ever had
endeavor which means that he will league and his speech was a force- cannot be a matter of undivided TITTMAN CASE DROPPED
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democracy
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Marne
Officers and members of the Comto prohibitionists to will. It means absolute submission to
heads tho reorganized
understand not only his own work, ful appeal
force with
arc expected to cooperate with theIt was the atsame spirit that stopped
IN THE FEDERAL COURT the rank of
but also the work of his neighbor stand firm for the ratification of the orders.
captain. Ray Grayson, pany
Verdun after a comenemy
of Grant county, and John Par-rot- officers of adjoining states and of petition in sheer brute
and the close relation of one to an- prohibition amendment to the federIreland Alone Has Resitted
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al constitution'
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of
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are
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France pale.
The indictment against Fdward
county,
of criminals operating along and
After the speech petitions to the on the battle front. A great part of Tittman, formerly attorney
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got her color back after
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ip. Albuquerque,
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Officers
regular paid pri- was tempted by
A vigorous effort is being made to of congress and to the city council the empire the sentiment
and the day, on motion of U. S. district at- men not yet been selected. The fol- vates shall and.the
Austria with the
be required to furnish
secure a low rate for the found trip. asking for earlier closing of the burden which the vast struggle has torney Summers Burkhart. Tittman lowing have been agreed upon by
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Surety
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in
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this
The conferences have been directed
city were circulated occasioned. But it is futile to point was charged with violation of the Captain McGrath and the members and of such form as
cognize her claims in
may be presto the valor of the Irish who are espionage act, the federal grand jury of the committee, and appointed by cribed
the Council of National Defense, and liberally signed.
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by
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and
for
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of the states.
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every
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showing that basing the
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in the Sierra Coun- McKinty: Roy Tavlor. Grant: Ra
French Armv Nnvip F;i.
The following bulletin issued by
fael Gome. Santa Fe ; Lee Caldwell
ABOUT GERMAN METHODS
people, she is not doing it. And as ty Free Press.
When at the
Perigord Thursday Night
junction
R. G. Putman, Luna; Cipriano Major George F. Chandler, Superin- a
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be
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WAR
from
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she
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the
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and
public will be the one Thursof
his
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ro"l,ersWith sincerity that rang true and ted to the common law of service. ly after a committee of lawyers had Fred. Lambert, Mora; Fedcrico Sanwas tncfrencli
day night. May 9, when an address
"
as applicable,
,s
National Duty Is Foremost
made a thorough examination and rhez. Valencia: F. R. Hartley Union ",e":ll,f?ic recommended
will be delivered by Lieutenant Paul earnest lion. Charles O'Connor, who
v
saveu
who wear the ladge of the!!;' ,
democracy again
The national duty, as differentiated found him guilty and unworthy to Inlcs I Biker Fddv
ine speed, savs Llovd
Perigord, of the Army of France. As is lecturing in behalf of the third from the
Mexico Mounted
These several policemen are not
a most conduty wliich the individual be a member of that organizationwith
which
A
the
French
in American, he was serving in St. Liberty Loan, delivered
reserves were
to
save life
physician aims
he sta.ioneH nirmmrniw in f i,
Disbarrinent proceedings are conPaul as Father Paul Perigord. Ans- vincing lecture in the New Museum citizens of a nation may perform, is
and cure disease; a lawyer helps brought up is one of the most
in
counties
which
reside.
in
On
illustrated
our
own
they
case.
We
nicht.
Bar
the
Sunday
Association,
templated by
fats of organization in
wering the call of his native land,
He told how the war would go on adopted the systam of concription at it is reported. These charg.es will be the contrary, plans will be made so 'c. "e out .m "ontle a clergyman
the war."
lie went bark to France in ,u14- Find!nalJe P,e?P'e be"";, a sol- each
will do a Brcat part V
one
that
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until
order
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to
filed
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is
make
to
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take
their
ollfset.
par-thGermany
That
a
sufficient number of chaplains
now again, "with our backs
regular
conquered.
"
ing
C"'.'.V m time to And
war would never end by a revo-- ! ticipation in the war, and our contri- - course wlncli is, tirst, consideration of his work beyond the boundaries
the wall." as llaig says, on whom
.ilready enrolled, he enlisted as a
are
of
Y'ar- - These
of his own ronntv or HUtriVt
in
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a
then
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as
had
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."c
committee,
do
inc
by
serveGermany
thus
France
9iiciiiu
presentation
many
to
w?
private, hoping
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rely? Again, " the French
naming
.
on
force is to be useil se,rJlP11ce'
.
not only as a fighter but also as nd had believed. Because, the Ger- - ' orces, absolutely and truly national. to the Attorney General for prose- policeman in the
State 1 rooper ren- - army is moving rapidly and in great
s"vice
L
New
Mexico
he
that
has
man
methods in preparing the people
England
put one man of everv cution before the Supreme Court of anywhere
st
5 to h"
spiritual comforter for his com
commun'ty is an auxi- - force to our support."
may be needed
rides in arms. He was made a lieut- for this conouest of the world, has seven of her population in the battle the State.
1,ary to ".these, and his duty in a
Reaulations'
And
line.
Scotland
has
in
been
so
one
man
of
put
thoroughly organized that
enant, he has received six military
The following are the rules .and measure embraces the wo-- k of these PATRIOTIC COMMUNITY
decorations for personal bravery and they have been forced and trained seven, and Wales, where the vital HANCED AND TIE TO A
MEETING AT ESPANOLA
which will govern the tour great professions.
coal
regulations
absorbs
to
believe
a
that
idea
industry
of
large quota
"You who wear the uniform of
te has been wounded three times.
Germany's
TREE THEN GIVEN COAT
work of the force:
of
the
man
is
one
of
and
power,
alt
might
eleven,
means
of
which
right
hear
the
the message
By
State
regardless
must ae .eady to
Friday night April 26, at Espanola
The following regulations and
OF TAR AND FEATHERS
fee brings from the battle fields of what may happen to the people the ireiana nas put in one ot every twenty-as to ,the powers and duties render first aid pending the arrival one of thj largest and most ensix.
That is the answer, if any is
thusiastic
of
France, where our own boys ire now state must be kept strong.
the
doctor; you must maintain
community meetings ever
San Jose, Calif., May 2 H- Stein-molt- of the officers and members of the
For over 40 years this plan has needed, to those who honestly argue
fighting for the freedom ot the
an Oakland tailor, was hanged New Mexico Mounted Police are fur- law, which the lawyer expounds; held in Rio Arriba County was adbeen carried out by government against conscription for Ireland.
world.
the Governor of the State,
dressed
must
the
instruct
by
to
do
you
people
nished for tlieir information
here early today until he became
and
Other speakers from a distance paid employes, in the school rooms,
right, and, if the need arrives, you Honorable Washington E. Lindsey,
then
he
a
was
tied
to
tree
guidance.
in
the
churches
and
ill be: Prof. Guy Stanton Ford,
must fight.
through the TWO OF ALBUQUERQUE'S
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero,
and later was taken away in an auBy authority of the Governor, a
and J. H. Wagner, State Superiniean of the faculty of the university public press- - The kaiser's Subjects
BOYS HAVE QUALIFIED
Self Confidence Is Essential
tomobile by an organization known Company of Mounted Police is orof Minnesota, which is the largest did no guess work and were not
AS SHARP SHOOTERS as
"You
must have the confidence tendent of Public Instruction. The
the Knights of Liberty.
ganized, under the provisions of
educational institution in the United idle, they were preparing for this
Steinmoltz recovered conscionsness Chapter CIV, New Mexico Statutes in yourself which comes from know- meeting was held in the auditorium
Roswett N Xf m., ? TW. Alt...
States ; Hon- George B. Chandler war for many years, as has develoned
ing
you are a trained horseman, a of the school house under the ausbefore he was taken down.- At of 1915, and of Chapters III and V.
end Dr. J. A. S. Scherer, all of whom by the discovery of great concrete querque lads George Doolittle, son just
of the Acts of the Legislature of the .good shot, and a judge of what is pices of the teachers and the pupils
feasame
a
time
and
tar
the
of
coat
T
foundations
M Donlitttp man
that (had been olaced of
ere sent by the Council of National
in the mat;er of of the public schools who made all
right and
w kmii courts ot tne at-- 1 AiDuquerqtte Lumber company, and thers was applied to George Koetzer, State of New Mexico at its Extraor- simple laws.wrongi
ot the arrangements for the affair.
iDetense j tie three will speak on
1917.
San
of
who
Session,
dinary
Jose,
alleged
villas
tractive
built
En
the
Ealone
Robert Putney, son of R.
'Go about with the idea of hclp- The meeting was called to order
Putnev.
Thursday morning and afternoon.
A Committee on State Police, conto a cannon in a
glish Channel in Belgium and France, wholesale grocer, have won honors later was chained
fulness and a friedliness that wins at seven-thirt- y
and in the absence
sisting of Vic. CulbersoTi, of the New the confidence
that were to serve as positions for as sharpshooters at the New Mex- park here until released byH- the police.
DONT PERMIT THE FLAG
of the pe ple. Never
the principal, Professor E. S.
Reed is- Mexico Cattle and Horse Growers'
Manager Thomas
City
the
Ento
bombard
the
ico
Krupp
a
acinstitute
child
be
who
guns
at
to
was detained at
Broadwell,
afraid of you,
Military
Roswcll,
TO BE DISGRACED BY KISS
,
statement, in which he de- Association, Charles I.. Ballard, of permit
X'
fleet.
to an official announcement sued a the
home on account of an attack of
iMcver ncstiiatc to render assis
cording
Chas.
the
and
all
the
Cattle
of
acts
of
Board,
OF PROS AND TRAITORS glish
Sanitary
plored
knights,
He related the terrible frigihtfull-nes- s made by Colonel ,WilIson, superintance of any kind, and let nothing t.rippe. Miss Elvia Eraser presided.
whom wore masks.
Springer, of the Council of Defense, be too much
that little Belgium was subject tendent of the school.
trouble which you can The music for the occasion was paGovernhas
been
the
disclosures
made
to
the
Tar and feathers are too good and ed to, and how all
by
appointed
According
rules of
and to do for the people you come in con- triotic and consisted of Red Cross
a band of tifty Knights or, to prepare regulations
here
too expensive to be wasted on a decency and honor have humanity,
today,
enbeen
RED CROSS FIELD DIRECTOR
and Soldier Boy songs, a number ot
of Liberty of San Jose, who had have general supervision of the work tact with.
traitor to his country, besides it is
ASKS FOR 30,000 PAIRS SOX Koetzer
forgotten by the German
"Always be a gentlemen, courteous, the popular War Songs and two
met forty of the company.
in
cot sufficient punishment to cause tirely
custody,
hrutei
The Company will for the present kind, gentle, fair, keep yourself solos by Mr. Itixson. The Governor
of Liberty from Oakland, who
real down-rigpenitence. We would
He paid a hich tribute to the Red
one knows, is Knights
America, as
had brought Meinmoltz from the consist of a Captain, two Sergeants, clean and neat, you and your horse was the first speaker who gave a
suggest a remedy calculated to pro- Cross nurses at the front, who are now in the warevery
both
with
trans-ba- y
and fourteen regular paid Privates, equally well groomed, stand erect, general discussion of the purpose.-duce the desired results and with no
city.
and appealed
worthy of all
the war and congratulated the
got to have socks for those
besides a number of specially ap- put snap snap and vigor into
"Now
the
for
Bay"
xpense, were tt is not that such t0 the American praise
Avoid the appearance people of Rio Arriba County on the
people to back up feet thousands of pairs of them
Both men were given "fair and im- pointed privates who serve volun- movements.
fanguage in newspapers is forbidden. the braves boys at the front, which
The Red Cross knitters of the
Keck your mind calm excellent
record which they had.
Another practice we have a dis this country will do to the fullest Mountain
according to the mem- tarily without pay or expense to of, loungingDivision Colorado, Utah, partial trials,"
free from excitement. Do not bem!lde in the war activities. Secretary
the knights. A rope was the State and who will be subject and
Paste for is the polution the. Stars extent.
New Mexico and Wyoming must bers ofaround
of
Koester's neck in an to call by the Captain, Sergeants and carried away by rumors but inves- 'and State Lucero spoke in Spanish,
and Stripes is being subjected
lthy
rrovide. immediately, annrnvimatelv placed
explained fully the war savings
every story and hear both
effort to obtain from him a, confes- regular paid Privates of the Com- tigate
smacks of a
II WAR RELIEF LECTURE
.10.000 pairs of socks.
sides before you believe it.
for
are
stamps and the Third Liberty Loan.
They
he had made disloyal state- pany for emergency service.
we had our way about it, the U. S.
MUSEUM MONDAY our boys at Camp Cody, who short- - sion that
AT
"Remember
Bond
Drive.
that
State Superintendent
you represent
ments but he refused to speak- The The term of service of officers
Flag should never be disgraced in
ly will begin a journey incident to tar and feathers were applied then. and members of the Company shall the Governor, that you are an execu-- j J- H. Wagner brought out the fact
such manner. The lips that defile
An illustrated lecture was deliver- - the trip across.
's
be until December 31st, 1918, unless tive officer and a State official. Be that the teachers and the children
A rope was placed around
T7
TS
I ,
TTJ...- :- U 1f
(jovernment for which it stands t Unniw nini, ;M k Ka w..
neck and thrown over a tree sooner discharged, and unless such proud of it, live un to it. work in were to be congratulated o:i the
should never be pressed to the sacred seum bv
C.
W.
Chaplain
Minifie, of Director at Camp Cody, has made
He was drawn up twice and term be extended by order of the '.harmony with your officers and the! splendid showing which they hadl
emblem of democracy and freedom
or i tain, wno told ot his per-- ; a requisition on the Division ware-son- limb.
then lost consciousness. Then he was Governor. Any member of the com- other troopers for the good of the made not only in the school work
Makers of
Statements ureal experiences
with (he fighting house in Denver for 30000 pairs of tied to a trunk of the tree- Later
during the year, but also on tin-- ,
pany may be discharged at any time service and for the honor of the sales
deserve the severest punishments, forces in France where' he served socks in addition to the la rerp nnm- of the War Savings Stamps
he was taken away in an automobile. by the Captain or by the Governor. State."
but kissing the U. S- - flag is an honor for three strenous years.
and the Bonds. The total sales in
already sent to the boys he and The police here were attempting to The pay of the Captain. Sereeants
jber
J- - McGrath
do
Herbert
deserve.
not
If
must
they
kissing
At the meeting $105.00 was raised his staff serve. Knitters will not dicover what had become of him.
Schools
stamps at the Espanola
and regular paid Privates shall combe done, somethings more appropriate in cash and
Captain, New Mexico Mount- amount
$24900 pledffcd to assist have sufficient
time between now
to $143443 and the school
A cry "Now for the bay, boys I" mence upon their appointment and
ed
for such kissings should be provided. the International
Police.
Bible Institute War and the date upon which the boys from one of the Oakland
owns bonds to the amount of $750.-0- 0.
Cuervo Clipper.
knights, led assignment to service.
tU rm
Relief and War Hospital work on benin tn mnve tn
This is a remarkable record ami
Approved :
them to fear that Steinmoltz had
Members
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W
sufE.
number
western
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But a
of
front
qflisite
Lindsey
perhaps has not been excelled by
been thrown into San Francisco bayCARLSBAD PEOPLE SUGEach member of the company shall
ficient number of the foot garments
Governor.
four rocm school in the state.
GEST SEVERE PUNISHfurnish and maintain his own equipNIGHT RIDERS WARNS
can be supplied if all Red Cross orThe people of Espanola and comMENT FOR STATE'S 400
ment horses, arms and ammunition,
KANSAS TO. "GET RIGHT- - ganizations branches, chapters and NEW MEXICO BOY KILLED;
The manuscripts prepared by the munity are prord of the shcool hom
no
and
will
receive
AIR PLAIN ENGINE STOPPED
auxiliaries send in, at once, all socks
compensation or
Grade pupils in the March which they have and loyally supSome people of Carlsbad believe
allowance from the State other than Eighth
" they now have on hand.
Kansas, "Night
examinations have been graded and port an unusually capable Corps of
that the four hundred convicts at Hutchinson,
in
the
his
stated
commission
our
salary
True Blue AmeriLawton, Okla., May 2. Lieutenant
the reports made. About one thou- teachers.
the State penitentiary who tarred canism." motto,
Our aim to clean up the CAMPBELL OF ARIZONA
William Dean Thompson of the 253rd or certificate of appointment; pro- sand applicants took the examination
and feathered Major Birkner and rewhen
authorized
that
the
vided,
of
CANDIDATE
German
by
FOR
German
GOVERNOR
field artillery, student observer at
country
of which five hundred and
During the past month a number
fused to associate with him on ac- sympathizers and dirtvspies,
slackers. We
Post Field, was instantly killed and Captain, railroad fare or automobile successfully passed. The list has forty
been of County Teachers' Associations
count of his disloyal utterances, some are
fare or hire may be paid upon the
and know all of those
Phoenix, Ariz.,' May 2. Thomas E.
among
you
prepared and will be published in have been held. The first was at
people, we nnderstand, believe that who are secretly triators o their Campbell, deposed as governor by injured seriously
today 'when 'their Captain's order supported by proper the Educational N ews Bulletin. Diplo- - Raton on April 5 and 6 and was a
these four hundred convicts should
receipts.
mandate last Decem- plane fell 300 feet.
court
The
supreme
Ana
you
may
mas
will be engrossed and sent out Combination program consisting of
countryexpect
engine
stop
be severely punished with a turkey visit from us. There is no neutral ber, this
The Sergeants and regular paid to
evening announced his can ped when the men were doing a spi
the county school superintendents professional topics and patriotic
dinner for their action- - Other peoshould
in
Privates
serve
any part
ground. You are either for or didacy for the republican nomination ral and as the pilot attempted to
of the State wherever directed by at once. The indications are that .a subjects." A number of outside speakple go so far as to insist that they against the
government. Line up next fall- He made the announce- coast to a landing, the machine went the
larger number took the April exam- ers were present among whom was
be further punished with a heavy and
ment
on
Captain.
eve
his
the
of
while
chana
a
to
tail spin, falling
the earth
you have
ination and these manuscripts are the Governor of our State who spoke
departure into
course of cranberries, mince pie and ce. get right
members
Volunteer
without
for Chicago to testify against the
pay
married
was
three
Thompson
now in the hands of the board of in the
Opera House on
ice cream. Such fellows as these
I. W. W. in the trial there.
"Boss Rider."
weeks ago and his bride has been shall serve in emergencies when cal- examiners. A number of the incor- - SaturdayMunicipal
(Signed)
evening to one of the
can not be too severely handled for
led out by the Captain, a sergeant,
with
Lawton.
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at
mother
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cities and towns, as
as est audiences ever assembled in one
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bad Current.
bills in black type. Is being circulatMounted Police Company.
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schools.
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rural
It
expected tion was tendered to the Governor
ed through the eastern cart of Bar
Superintendent J. H. Wagner left The Captain or any member of the that fully fifteen hundred graduates and the visiting educators in the
STILL BOOSTING PINTO
ton county by members of a mystery
Unless they dig trenches deeper, or Sunday evening for rarmington, New Company has power to make arrests will make
up the class for this year Elks Home.
BEAM RAISING IN S. W. nraj ui Ban
ct saw off about a
wmtn visiica
yard of George Bell, Mexico where he will deliver the of criminals in any county in New in new Mexico.
At Carrizozo on April 12 and 1.1
wtiere minv tnn1j tf
sent by the draft via laboring Long commencement address at the gradu Mexico, and to deliver the same over
the Lincoln County Teachers' AssoThe Santa Fe Railwav Comnanriman Aripifl live it
to some peace officer or jailer.
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to
there
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Camp
1st.
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is doing a great deal to promote the night. The bills were nailed near is little chance of the
Such officers or members of the
The North Central Association of ciation held its annual meeting under
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of Mrs. Gumm. The
mum mgn suciijci oiiiarm nouses ana ine nignt riaer
r
ever getting into a uniform , much county he will go out of San Juan Company as may be appointed Secondary Schools and Colleges met the presidency
for the Cattle in Chicago on March 22nd. New program was devoted largely to insbeans, throughout the south-- 1 nounced himself with a pistol shot less being transported to Eurooe.
by way of Artesia to fill corn- - special inspectors
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addresses
delivered by the
neretotore tnts Tucumcari American.
wcsicra country
George, who was picked up as almencement engagements at Artesia, Sanitary Board will have authority Mexico was represented by State pirational
to arrest persons found in the act Superintendent Wagner who presen- Presidents of our Educational Inscrop nas been raised almost exclu11 inches tall Dexter, Clovis, Tucumcari,
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whom they have good reason to ted the applications of a number of titutions. It was a very enthusiastic
sively in New Mexico and Colorado, SHAH OF PERSIA TO
anaI weigns
joi pounas. ne siumoer- - Willard, Tularosa, Roy, Alamogordo, or
but this year for the first time,
believe to be guilty of driving, hold- high schools of the state for the con- meeting and like the one at Raton
TAKE (10MN OF THE
ed last night on two groaning cots. Capitan,
Las
Portales,
largely attended.
targe area will be planted in KanTHIRD LIBERTY BONDS placed end to end. Officers are at Cruces, and Santa Fe.Lordsburg,
ing or slaughtering stolen cattle, sideration of the North Central As- was
At Logan. New Mexico, on Frisas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Texas and
The Committee on Ac
horses, mules or asses, or of violat- sociation.
their wits' ends as to what shall be
April 19 a Farmers' and TeachArizona, all of which country is
Washington, May 2 The shah of done with him. He is a regular white J. C Wright, Federal agent for ing the inspection laws of the State, crediting reported favorably on four day
ers'
well adapted to the raising of this Persia has applied for $100,000 of
Cooperative Meeting was held.
and
shall
have
to
and
the
enter
applications
authority
following high
elephant, they say, though a little Industrial Education, Federal Board
began at ten o'clock in the
crop. H. M. Bainer Agricultural and Liberty Bonds.
off color. New York Tribune.
for Vocational Education, spent the upon and examine any car, yard, schools were added to the list. Las Program and
a number of speakers
Industrial Agent of the Santa Fe. is No legal obstacle having been
in the state in- stable .corral, building, or prtmises. Cruces, Deming, Raton, and Roswell, morning on the
week of April
program. In the
devoting all his time to advice and found, officials have decided to acSocorro county has deposited over specting with Mrs. Miller, Director and to examine any hides or live making in all twelve secondary appeared
afternoon a number of addresses
assistance along this line, and one cept with thanks the proposal of $8,600 with the State
for Industrial Education, the war train- stock therein, and to do whatever schools in New Mexico on the accre- were delivered
Engineer
of the things he ia trying to impress AJsaaied Mirza. The offer ia taken joint road work in that county- - The
aftr wh'ch there was
ing Classes, and arranging for estab- may be necessary and proper to the dited list.
a tennis contest betwen the Loean
on the growers is, that they should as an indication of the
diswill provide a like amount lishing trade extension classes, for effectual discharge of their duties
state
friendly
Hitrh
School
and
the Tncnmcari Hiirh
be very careful ia the selection of position of the Persian ruler as well and the
service will throw mine workers at Tyrone, Santa Rita, as such inspectors.
President Wilson has ordered that School and in the evening at eight-th- e
teed for this crop, as good seed as hi conviction of the soundness in a largeForestry
- Serve Every Way Possible
turn altogether over
0 Hurley, Dawson, and the Saint Louis
addresses as well as the names j
program was rf Jhr br the
greatly affects both th certainty of an ia vestment to this extent in
wilt be spent to build and repair Rocky Mountain Cb's. Fields near
It is the duty of the Cantain of the men on the casualty lists be thirty
schools nnder the direction
and caantity of the crop.
American government eenritie.
Igan
roads ia that county this year.
Raton,
Corn- published hereafter.
j of J. M. Parks. Principal
Sergeants and members of the
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BRITISH GAIN

LOAN OVERTWO BILLION

ON SOMME FRONT

CELEBRATIONS
NATION

BEATEN IN FLANDERS,
SACRIFICE MEN IN VAIN EFFORT TO ADVANCE.

GERMANS,

President

MARK

ROMANOFF RULE

THROUGHOUT
LIBERTY DAY.

Wilson Reviews Parade of

50,000 Liberty Bond Buyers
At Capital.

COL HENRY WTTERS0N

RUSS RESTORE

SON

LINE HOLDS FIRM

0&

OR

VON ARNIM THROWS VAST FORCE
INTO STRUGGLE FROM ZILLE-BEK- E

DECLARED TO

OF

BUYLIBERTYBONDS

BRITISH YPRES

BE ON THRONE FOLLOWING
NEW REVOLT.

Add

SEEUj.

to Funds That

Will Forever

nd

Weitirn

LOGRE HELD BY FRENCH
BRITISH WINGS AND FRENCH
CENTER NEITHER BEND
OR BREAK,
Weiltrn Newspaper tnlun

News Service.

With the Britiah Army in France,
a
May 1. Again there has come
pause in the battle of Flanders, where
the ground everywhere is covered with
bodies of German dead, and
gray-clathe British and French are holding
securely to all their positions.
From Saturday until well into Monday nicht Cien. von Arnlm's forces
continued their efforts to break the
British lines on the Ypres salient and
to press back the British and French
from the high ground to the southwest, but everywhere their efforts
were fruitless. True, they gained their
objective and again captured
but a counter thrust forced them out
again and at last accounts the French
were holding the village. In the hilly
region Just to the north of Locre the
British also pushed back the enemy at
several points, notably between Kem-me- l
and I.a Clytle.
"Much of the snap of the German attacking forces has been absent from
the maneuvers they have been carrying out in Flanders under the stiffened
line of the entente troops which has
been apparent since last Sunday.
To the Bouth, near Amiens, and to
the east, around Noyon, the enemy
likewise has failed in all his attempts
to push further forward. The British,
which lies
east of
directly east of Amiens, have advanced their front, and in the Noyon
sector the French have
their lines, which the Germans previously had captured from them.
The Germans on various sectors oi
the line are still hurling tons of stee:
against the British and French posi
Hons, but the allied guns are every
where answering them In kind.
In Macedonia the Serbians, in the
region of Monastlr, again have entered
an enemy position and annihilated the
garri.Mjn.
They also have been successful in repulsing an attack by Bulgarians, which had as its object the
recapture of positions near Vetretsk,
laken by the Serbians a week ago.
The successful allied defense made
Monday the bloodiest day yet experienced by the enemy, as attack after
attack was smashed by artillery and
alInfantry fire. The Germans had
ready suffered heavily on Sunday,
when their concentrations of troops
were caught and shattered by gunfire.
Their waves Monday were mowed
down and the British wings and
French center neither bent nor broke.
Villers-Bretonneu-

Vivian It G. O. P. Committee Head.
in
Denver.- - Colorado Republicans
central committee meeting here elected John F. Vivian of Golden chairman,
to succeed Philip B. Stewart of Colorado Springs, who resigned in order to
give all his time to the government in
war work. L. E. Girard of Boulder was
chosen secretary to fill the vacancy in
the election of Secretary Vivian as

Neither had opposition.
chairman.
Their terms run until after the September primaries.
Tonga Islands King li Dead.
Melbourne, Australia. George
king of the Tonga Islands, Is dead.
INCREASE

II,

U. S. ARMY 3,000,000.

Nwpier

t'nlnn News Service.

The third Liberty
Washington.
loan, rounding Into the home stretch MAY RENOUNCE 'PEACE'
April 20, swept past the $2,000,000,000
mark as patriotic celebrations throughout the nation marked Liberty day.
President Wilson reviewed a parade REBEL GROUP BEING FORMED IN
of Liberty bond buyers from the front
AUSTRIA TO OPPOSE EMof the White House during the afterPEROR CHARLES.
noon.
Some 50,000 Washlngtonians,
of
war
workers
hundreds
including
and fifty newly drafted men, were in Western Newspaper I'nlon News 8ervlpe.
line.
London, April 29. Five countries
As the President paid his respects
in the throes of revolt
to the honor buyers, his secretary, Jo- are reported
upor threatened with
seph P. Tumulty, sitting at his desk,
Banner" by risings. They are Russia, AuBtria,
heard "The
Siberia and Finland.
telephone from Omaha, Germany,
Grand Duke Alexia, son of the forNeb., sung by patriotic citizens celemer Czar, is reported to have been
brating the holiday.
proclaimed Emperor of Russia, with
Treasury officials early in the after- Grand
Duke Michael, brother of Nichnoon reported the natin.i gathering its
as regent, and it is said that the
olas,
for
the
days,
eight
closing
energies
to recogand were confident the country's third new government will refuse
nize the Bolshevist peace treaty with
at
fail
the
loan
will
not
war
great
Germany.
final test.
Charles
In Austria an
militate
WAR LAST TILL WE WIN WOOD party has been formed to
against the influence of the Empress
Denver Auditorium Packed to Hear Zita. The southern Slavs are reviving
their agitation for separation from
Message Urging Preparedness.
to witDenver. "How long is the war go- Austria. May Day is expected
ness a general labor strike and demoning to last?" The only answer to that stration for
peace throughout Ausquestion is, 'It will last until we, the tria and
Premier von Seyd-leHungary.
"
win!'
allies,
of Austria has found his
With shoulder squared to their untenable on account of the position
exposure
great breadth, with a radiant deter- of the
Emperor's peace letter and his
mination from his very personality
crisis.
food
tactless handling of the
that was Itself a strengthening hope,
the
Austria,
Turkey,
Bulgaria,
with stacatto accent that pierced to
are
and
already
Czechs
the very heart those words were alover what they consider
most the firBt from the Hps of MaJ. quarreling
spoils in the Balkans.
Gen. Leonard Wood, ranking
major prospective
In Germany Herr Seheidemann degeneral of the United States army, nounced the gagging of the press .and
reports come of the masses crying for
peace.
Siberia is enraged over the prospect
of a dictatorship.
Finland upper classes are urging a
"kingdom," while the middle and lower classes are fighting for a republic.
Germany's Hand Seen In Plot.
Washington. Reports from Copenhagen of persistent rumors from Finland that Grand Duke Alexis Nikolaie-vitch- ,
son of the former emperor of
Russia, had been proclaimed emperor
of Russia, were taken here to Indicate
that Germany was attempting to carry through a well formulated plan for
restoring a monarchy in that revolution-torn
country. While no reports of
a new revolt in Petrograd have been
received at the State Department from
Ambassador Francis at Vologda, news
of an uprising would not come as a
surprise. It long has been believed
here Uiat Germany's real purpose was
to restore the monarchy supported by
German influence, money and intrigue.
epoch-makin-

g

e

r

Jugo-Slav-

a

o

Hun Shipping Demand.
Holland has yielded to
Germany's demands concerning transport and the supply of sand and
gravel, although it is understood that
the amount of sand and gravel will
be limited Instead of unlimited, according to a dispatch from The
Hague to the Daily Mail, dated Sunday. It is added that a general undertaking will be required from Germany
that the sand and gravel will not be
used for military purposes. Rumors
are current that Dr. John Loudon,
minister of foreign affairs, will resign.

Dutch Yield
London.

GENERAL LEONARD

WOOD.

hurled out upon a capacity audience at
the Auditorium Saturday
night, in
which he urged Americans to prepare
In every way to help win the war and
name terms of peace.
As if a trigger had unloosed the stifled anxieties of that audience and
fired them all with new conviction that
the allies cannot fall, 15,000 persons
flung their voices out in cheerB. It
was only because of the limitation of
the foqr walls of the Auditorium that
there were not other thousands that
Old Glory to Float Over Berlin.
joined In that glad chorus. The buildOkla. "We are going to conTulsa,
thouThe
ing could hold no more.
tinue this war until the Stars and
sands outside would have filled it
Stripes float over Berlin," Secretary
again.
of the Treasury McAdoo told a crowd
here April 27. "That time will be proValor of Americans Praised.
longed," he continued, "unless every
in
France.
With the American Army
Amtrlcan throws his everything Into
The shell torn village of Seicheprey, the struggle. Buy Liberty bonds."
around which centered the hardest
fighting in the recent heavy German $75,000,000 Back Pay for Railway Men.
attack on the American positions, apSeventy-fiv- e
million
Washington.
pears to be destined to hold a proud dollars, it was estimated in railway ad- of
American
the
particin
story
place
ministration circles will be turned over
ipation In the world war. As further to the railway men of the country as
become
details of the engagement
when Director General Mc
back
known there are disclosed deeds which Adoo pay
the findings of the railapproves
the
finest
with
are fully In accord
commission.
wage
way
American traditions.
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them-celve-
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Greece to Be Protected.
Athens. The Patris publishes a
statement attributed to the American
minister, Garrett Droppers, to the effect that the United States is determined that the integrity of Greek territory shall be preserved and the
rights of the nation secured in the
This statement
peace negotiations.
has been received with great satisfaction.

Denver Bids Draft Men Farewell.
Denver, April 27. In a pouring: rain,
the greatest and most enthusiastic
Denver crowd that has cheered soldiers to the front since the war beto 165 draft
gan save a warm send-of- f
men of this city and a number of other communities in Colorado, who left
on a special train for Camp Funston,

Wheat Ships Promised Free Passage.
Berne, Switzerland. The German
government has Informed the Swiss
government that ships loaded with cereals for Switzerland, even though flying an enemy flag, will have the right
of free passage. They must, however,
fly the Swiss flag beside the national
flag of the vessel, and have the Swiss
colors painted on the bull.
Uruguay Minister Dies in Washington.
Director of Aircraft Production.
Washington. Dr. Carlos Maria, de Ryan
Washington. John D. Ryan, the
Pens, minister from Uruguay, died In copper mine millionaire, is to be direca hospital here.
tor of Aircraft production.

Question Is Not wnetner we ree.
Like Subscribing, but our people
Must Spend or Be
Spent.

U,S,

Face New German Demands.
Amsterdam. Germany demands from
Holland, says the Vossiche Zeitung of
Berlin, the right to send war material
over the Limbourg railway to Antwerp, the right to send foodstuffs for
shipment from Antwerp and the renewal of treaties relating to the importation of sand and gravel
Dutch

BOCHE8 GAIN HOLD IN FRENCH
FRONT ONLY TO BE 0U8-AFTER TERRIFIC L08SE8.

Ziue-bek-

Senate Paaaes Overman Bill.
Washington. Rejecting all amendments designed to limit the President's authority, . the Senate passed
the Overman bill with its general
grant of power for the executive to
and reorganise government departments and other agencies
during the war. The vote on the
measure was 63 to 13, many senators
Portugal Elects Paes President.
Lisbon. Dr. Sidonio Paes, premier who opposed the administration in the
and foreign minister, was elected pres- long fight over proposed amendments
ident of the republic by direct univer- joining the majority when the test
came on final passage.
sal suffrage.

e

DUTY OF EVERYBODY TO HELP

With the British Army in France,
April 30. Monday was one of the bitterest days of fighting that the Flanders battle ground has seen since the
present offensive began. Early In the
moraine Von Arnlm began flinging
great numbers of German troops
against the allied lines between
Hope Held Out for Watterson.
lake and Bailleul, with the hills
Louisville, Ky.,April 30. Physicians east of Mont Kemmel as his ultimate
attending Henry Watterson, editor pf goal. But the German commander
the Courier-Journasay there is hope had nothing to show for his pretenfor his final and entire recovery, tious drive but a long list of dead and
though it will be a long time yet be- wounded.
fore be is out of the hospital.
London, April 30. Powerful attacks
by the Germans against the French
UNITS IN ACTION and British positlono between Meteren
and Zlllebcke Monday were repulsed,
the Germans losing heavily, according
FIGHTING EAST OF AMIENS, SAYS to the report from Field Marshal
Haig. The British line held absoluteSECRETARY BAKER.
ly, but at various points the Germans
4
gained a foothold in the French posito be driven out later from
Weekly Review Emphasizes the Imme- tions, only
the greater part of this territory. The
diate Need of More Men to Fill
Belgians also repulsed heavy attacks.
in Gaps.
s
Germany's armies are hurling
against a granite wall on three
Western Newspaper Union Newi Service.
sides of the ruined city of Ypres.
Washington. Formal announcement After fighting of the most terrific nathat American troops sent to reinforce ture, the British and French lines are
the allied armies have taken part in still Intact and the enemy has lost
the fighting i. made by the War De- terribly in his repeated assaults
partment in its weekly review of the against the lines where the allies
stand at bay.
war.
The objective of the fighting that
"Our forces have taken part in the
battle," says the statement briefly. is now going on is the capture of
"American units are in action east of Ypres, where since 1914 the British
Amiens. During the engagements, have held their positions. Two years
which have raged In this area, they ago the allied lines were carried forward and the salient in front of the
have acquitted themselves well."
The review, in emphasizing the Im- city was wiped out, but from these
mediate need of fresh men to with- positions the British retired a week
stand the onslaught, adds that Amer- ago to the trenclieu where they stood
ica's imperative duty is to provide re- during the terrific fighting in the
placement units for the French front. spring of 1915, when they stopped the
"In addition to these already called Germans in their first drive for the
to the colors," says the statement, channel ports.
The present battle opened with a
"and those In training at our cantonof the British and
ments, or already selected for service, bombardment
Voorme-zeele- ,
very large quotas will be required in French lines from Meteren to
a distance of twelve miles. Then
the Immediate future to fill the gaps."
In this connection the review points came reports of a spread of the fightout that 'the enemy is seeking a de- ing around the curve in the line from
cision that will end the war and the Ypres until the Belgian armies north
outcome of the present operations de- of the city were involved.
Field Marshal Haig's official report,
pends upon man power."
The statement mentions the attack anxiously awaited, brought the news
on American positions at Seicheprey that the utmost efforts of the Germans
northwest of Toul. Here on April 20, had been fruitless all along the line.
the review says, the Germans swept The field marshal's statement said
over American lines on a front of three that the Teutons had paid a great
kilometers, but subsequently gave up price and had gained virtually nothing.
The battle still continues along this
the ground occupied.
front, but there is little indication that
an immediate withdrawal from Ypres
Riots In Austria.
is contemplated by the allies, at least
Serious
Amsterdam.
not before terrific enemy losses.
demonstrations have occurred at
The only point at which the GerQrowds of Slovenes, according mans made
any gains was on the
to Vienna newspapers, almost dehill section of the front back of Kemstroyed the German club and smashed mel
hill, where the French are standthe windows of German stores and
some points the enemy was
cafes. Troops werec ailed out, hut the ing. At
to occupy portions of the line,
demonstrants continued to throng the able
of these
songs but from the greater part
streets, singing
they were driven out by the French,
and cheering for the entente.
their defenses.
who

Draft Quota for May Probably 300,000
Instead of 230,000 Men.
Washington. Bills were introduced
In the Senate providing for large increases In the American army. Senator Poindexter introduced one providfor
ing for l,500,(i(in additional mt-the national army. Senator Reed of
Missouri also introduced a bill authoarmies to be inring the American men.
creased by 3.000,000
The draft quota for the month of
May has been Increased, it was
Telephone Operators Given Raise.
learned. Probably 300,000 men will be
switchChicago. Five thousand
whereas
the
out
month,
called
during
board employes of the Chicago Teleto
call
intended
It
only
wbb
originally
phone Company have been granted a
about 200,000.
10 per cent Increase In wages.
adminisIt also transpired that the
to
tration Is considering a proposal
Big Increases in Food to Allies.
raise the maximum draft age above
contribuAmerica's
Washington.
30 years, possibly to 35 or 40 years.
tions of food to the civilian popula-stion- s
of the allies increased- enorBritish Lose 52,475 In April.
during March.
mously
30
casualties
British
Ixmdon, April
reported In April reached a total of
Nation Facing Coal Shortage.
52,475, divided as follows: Killed or
Washington. The country faces a
died of wonnds: Officers, 1,621; men,
of 76,000,000 tons next
7,728. Wounded or missing: Officers, coal shortage
winter. It was announced at the fuel
7.447; men, 35,684.
administration.
Finns and Huns Kill 6,000 Russ.
Bodyguard for Lincoln Dies.
London. The White Guards or FinNew York. John R. Miller, one of
nish government forces have captured Abraham Lincoln's bodyguards when
miles northwest
Viborg, seventy-fivthe President was shot In Washington,
of Petrograd, after killing nearly the died at his Brooklyn home, aged 75.
entire force of 6,000 Red Guards, ac- He was a Civil War veteran and was
cording to an official announcement wounded at Gettysburg.
Issued at Casa.
Great Britain's Food .Controller Quits.
Labor Aiding In War Work.
London. Baron Rhondda, the Daily
naWashington. May day found the
Mail says It understands, has resigned
tion's war work going forward without the office of British food controller.
hindrance by a single industrial strike He has been absent from his post for
of consequence.
some weeks owing to illness.
-

BELGIANS ROUT ENEMY
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Hard Shock at San Jacinto.
San Jacinto, Cal., April 29. One of
the hardest of a score of earthquakes,
the first three of which April 21 demolished large parts of the business
district here and at Hemet, occurred
More Quakes in California.
Friday night about 10:30 p. m. No
San Jacinto, Cal., April 26. Two damage was done.
more earthquake shocks occurred during Wednesday night, one at 8 o'clock
Hun Losses of
Doubled.
and another at midnight. No damage
a trustwas
It
from
Zurich
learped
was done.
worthy source that Germany's submarine losses during the past alz weeks
, Sslida Girl Burned to Death.
were more than double the losses durSalida. Bertha Chamberlain, aged
and February.
7, was burned to death Sunday in a ing January
coal shed within half a' block of the
Carranza'a Nephew in U. S.
Salida fire department.
El Paso, Tex. Gen. Emelio Salinas,
a nephew of President Carransa, arAustria Exiles Princess Marie.
Paris. Princess Marie Antoinette, rived here en route to Los Angeles,
mother of Empress Zita, has been or- Cal., where he has been assigned as
Mexican consul.
dered to leave Austria.

Chinese Troops Go to French Front
An Atlantic Port. Capt. Ting Chia
Chen, military counsellor to the President of China, and also to the Chinese
minister of war, arrived in a French
steamship. He said that China now
is sending 40,000 troops to Franca to
fight for the allies.

Coloradoans Put $23,836,000 In Bonds.
Denver. Colorado on April 26 reported $28,836,000, of which $13,740,200
was from outside of Denver, and
In the city, against total quota of $20,S12,00. About $3,000,000 is
to be added to tbs state's total, which
will exceed quota .by at least

With the British Army in France,
April 29. By one of those
stands for which they have been
famous in this war, the Franco-Britisforces have saved the situation in
the Ypres sector from turning into
success for the Germans after the
loss by the allied forces of the dominating peak of Kemmel.
The entire allied line in France and
Flanders still stands firmly. Nowhere
have the Germans been able to make
a further den. In it. Hard fighting
has been in progress on the Ypres sector, around Voormezeele, and to the
south of Locre. Both places have several times changed hands, but at last
reports Voormezeele had been recaptured by the British, but the Germans
had obtained another foothold in Locre.. Voormezeele was taken by the
Germans Saturday, but the British in
a night attack won it back and since
have held It, Inflicting heavy casualties on the Germans in renewed efforts to take the place.
The Germans, as the week closed,
were virtually no nearer their objective the allied base at Amiens than
they were before their smashing attack on Wedneaday between the Som-m- e
and the Avre, while several more
of their divisions have been .badly
amashed In the fighting against the
defense.
British and
Frontal attacka on Yprea would
seem to indicate that there Is little
confidence Lr. the German general
staff that the Ypres positions can be
outflanked from the south.
h

Franco-America-

n

Wilfley Named Missouri Senator.
BL Louis Xenophon P. Wilfley,
member of the St Louis board of elec-

tion commissioners, was appointed
and accepted the position of U. 8. senator to succeed the late W. J. Stone.
Ambassador Francis, Champ Clark
and Justice Graves declined the place.
American Brings Down 1$th Plane.
Paris, April 26. MaJ. Raoul Lufbery
of Wellington!, Conn, destroyed his
eighteenth German airplane Tuesday.
Lieut Paul Frank Baer of Mobile, Ala,
brought down his fifth German' machine the same day.

one-thir-

Long Range Hun Qun Destroyed.
e
Paris. One of three German
Mont Stromboll Reported In Eruption.
guns Which have been bombardRedmond Left $28,000.
Rome. Mont Stromboll is in violent ing Paris has been destroyed, accordLondon. John Redmond, the Irish
leader - ho died recently, left sum Ba- eruption. It Is believed some lives ing to Deputy Charles Leboucq of the
department of the Seine.
bar been lost.
tata of 5.786.
long-rang-

By ALBERT BU8HNELL HART,
Of the Vigilantes.

Proclaim liberty throughout all the
land unto all the Inhabitants thereof
so runs the legend on the Liberty bell,
which by a favorite tradition pealed out
to the world the tidings of the birth of
the United States of America on that
famous July 4, 1776. We thought that
message had gone out once for all;
that freedom in the United States was
a rock of Gibraltar that could not be
scaled nor penetrated nor moved. We
have thought that the old days of national sacrifice and anxiety were forever passed. What so strong, so permanent, so vigorous, so dominant as
government of the people In these
United States?
If the American Revolution had been
only bell ringing and the passage of
resolutions, we should not now be the
foremost republic of the world nor any
other kind of a republic. The Declaration of Independence was a bold statement of liberty which had still to be
made good. The heroes of the Revolution knew how to watch as well as
to pray, bow to march as well as to
resolute. The Declaration of Independence is a mighty force In the
world because when the country called
soldiers sprang into the ranks. Liberty
had to be spelled out by such big capital letters as Lexington, Illinois, Bennington, Eutaw, Rocky Mount, Trenton
and Yorktown.
We Are Better. Fortified.
The hard fighting In the field won
only half the battle. Out forefathers
liberty
were able to "proclaim
throughout the land" because they
found the sinews of war. It was one
thing to raise the flag, another to raise
troops and still another to "raise the
There was not a bank in the
wind."
United States till the Revolution was
nearly over and few were the people
who had money enough to lend to anybody, yet that 3,000,000, of whom a
fourth were slaves who could have no
property, somehow induced the people
of the country to turn in their small
surplus of provisions, clothing and
military supplies and take for It the
obligations of the government, which
toward the end of the dark period of
the Revolution seemed little likely ever
to be paid. They furnished about $65,- 000,000 In taxes, contributions and sup-- !
na-- ;
piles and at the end of the war the
tional debts Incurred in behalf of the
Revolution were, including arrears of
interest, $70,000,000, which was then
about $20 a head on the population.
man, woman and child, whites,' In-- !
dians and negroes, seamen, farmers,
plantation slaves as they ran.
Must Spend or Be Spent.
Make no mistake; this is not a question of whether we feel like subscribing to a loan any more than a question
of whether we feel like receiving news
of a break on the war front and the
capture or retreat of the American
troops. The nation Is compelled to
choose either to spend or to be spent.
There Is only one possible way to end
the war to the honor and safety of the
United States and that Is to fight for
It. Our sons fight In the army, our
daughters fight In the Red CroBS. we
elders must fight with safe deposit
boxes and mortgage deeds and sheets
of securities.
In the days when the French were in
the habit of recruiting troops In Switzerland, there was a saying, "No
Nowadays It Is,
money, no Swiss!"
"No money, no Yank!" for unless you
subscribe to the loan your son cannot
be trained or equipped or fed or transported over seas or carried to the
front or protected by a barrage of artillery fire or put where he can attack
the enemy.
Remember the Liberty Bell.
The battle Is going on from day to
day in the national banks and the savings banks and the trust companies
and the treasuries of the fraternities
and the clubs and the churches and
the restaurants just as much as In
northern France or Belgium. No one
soldier can win at the front nor a hundred thousand together. It would take
a million, but if every one of that million hangs back, there Is no army, no
war, nothing but shame and misery
for the nation. Just so, you cannot
save your country all alone by your
' subscription to the third Liberty loan ;
but yon can nnlte with a million oth- era. Do your duty and expect and urge
others to do theirs. That makes a victorious army of people pouring In their
rattling dollars as the boys at the front
hurl hand grenades.
"All the Inhabitants thereof," that Is
what the Liberty bell aroused. Not
the soldier only, not merely the Red
Cross, the Y. M. C. A. and the other
and
with
noble
the troops. You plain farmer, you
banker. Investor, manufacturer; you
doctor, lawyer, teacher, scientific man,
englheer, business man, railroad man,
mechanic, working man ; you schoolboy
and schoolgirl, listen to the Liberty bell,
subscribe to the Liberty loan.
'

MARKET

LOSE

End Germany's Desired
Iron-HaRule.

LAKE TO BAILLEUL.

LATE

World's Debt to Printing Pre,
What gunpowder did for war the
printing press has done for the mind ;
the statesman is no longer clad in the
steel of special education, but every
reading man it his Judge. Wendell
Phillips.

One Cause of Failure.
We are fickle and uncertain, ever
falling, ever liable to be disappointed
and dissatisfied, often only because we
have not 'realized our appointed mis--'
si os and It necessities. Rev. T. T.
i! ;
.
Carter. -

QUOTATIO NS
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
DENVER MARKETS,

Cattle.
Fat steers, ch. to pVime. . ,$1S. 60 16.26
Fat steers, good to choice. 14.50015 60
at steers, fair to good.... Ij.60ai4.85
11.00013.00
Heifers, prime
Cows, fat, good to choice.. 11.50013.26
11.6010.60
Cowa, fair to good
7.00010.00
Cows, common to fair
10.60W14.60
Veal calves
8.00' 14.60
Bulls
14.25
Feeders, good to choice.... 12.00"
11.50
10.00
Feeders, lair to good
9.000 10.00
Feeders, common to fair... 10.00
11.50
Btockers, gdod to choice...
9.75
$.50
Blockers, fair to good
t
17.40.
J17.00
Good hogs
Lambs,
Lambs,
Ewes

$19.50020.00

light

19.50&I20.00
16.60
16.60
17.76
10.50

heavy

Yearling!
Wethers

16.00017.00.

HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.'

(F.

O. B. Denver,

Carload Price.)

Hay.

Buying Prices per
Colo, upland, per ton
Nebr. upland, per ton
Prairie hay (new crop),
Colo, and Nebr., per ton.
ton
Timothy, per ton
Alfalfa, per
South Park, par ton
Gunnison Valley, per ton..
Straw, per ton

Ton.
118.00010.00

18.00

17.00

10.00

18.00

18.00

18.00

20.00023.00
30.00022.00

1S.0020.00

(.00'

Grain.
Oats, Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
Colo,, oata, bulk, buying
Corn chop, aack, Belling
Corn In aack, selling
Gluten feed, sacked, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling.

83 00
3.00
3.11
3.30
3.07
1.77', 4

Flour,
Hungarian patent. 08 lbs., sacked, 84.98
subject to discount
POULTRY.

DRESSED

Less 10 per cent commission.
30
Turkeya, fancy d. p
24
toma
Turkeys, old
30
Turkeya, choice
17
Ducka, young
35
Oeeae .
IS
Roosters
IJve Poultry.
(Prices net F. O. B. Denver.)
10
Roosters, lb
26
Turkeya, 10 lba. or over
34

Hens
Ducks, young
Gees

,. 18

Egga.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
O. B. Denver
Egga. graded No. 2 net, F.
O. B. Denver
case count, misc.
Eggs,
vuHi-8-,
lean .commlBslon. . .

032
025
022
30
027
1$

011
8

0 25
020
.33

,

.36
9. SO

Butter.
43
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.;,
40
Creameries, 2d grade, lb.
36 037
Process
29
28
Packing stock
Fruit.
Apples, Cold, new fancy, box. 1.002. 50
1.08
Pears, Colo
Yrgetablea.
12.00014.00
Beans. Navy, cwt
10.00
Beang, Pinto, cwt
150 .18
Beans, Lima, lb
2.00
Beets, Colo., cwt
2.50
Colo
Cabbage, cwt
100
Carrots,
1O0.12H
Cauliflower, lb
25
.35
Onions, table, dos
1.65
75
Potatoes, cwt
1.50
1.25
cwt
Colo.,
Turnips,
HIDES AND PELTS.

Dry HI ilea.
Pound
28c
Flint, butcher, lb
26c
lb
Flint, fallen,
16c
stag, lb
Flint, bull and
16c
Flint, culls and glue, lb,
20022c
Salt hidea. lb
to
Horse hiilea
Drlce of green salt.
Green Salted, Cured Hldea.10
12c
Over 40lbs., lb
lb
one-ha- lf

Under 50' lba.,
'....10012c
8c
Qlue hldea and BklnB, lb
9c
Bulls and stags, lb
lc Jess
Part cured, lb
lb.
cured.
2c
than
less
Green,
Dry Flint Pelta,
, .... 42045c
Wool pelts, lb...
...37 040c
Short wool pelts

27c
Butcher shearlings, No. 1, lb.
10c
No. 2 Murrain shearings, lb
saddles and pieces at value.
Tallow and Greaue.
Prime rendered tallow, lb...$ 100 .12
.11
10
No 1 tallow, lb
.10
09
No. 2 tallow, lb
Brown
and yellow tallow
09
.10
greaae, lb
Calf and Kip Green Salted.
.25
I .20
Calfskin, salted
. .

Bucks,

Kip, lb.

. .

12

.'

.

Branded, lb
Deacona, each
Sluhks, each

.'

.16
.12

1.3501.50

600

.75

6.6006.00
Horae, No. 1, each
4.5005.00
Horae, No. 2, each
2.5003.00
Olue and pony, each
500 .60
Colt, each
Green Suited Pelts.
8
.5002.50
Lamb and. Sheep, - each
I... .1610 .46
Spring lamb, each.50
Shearlings, each
MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS.

Metal Market Vnlnea.
New York. Lead, 17.1007.26.
Bar silver, 99Hc.
$23.12 H.
Copper
St. Louie. Spelter 36.76.
Boulder.
Tungsten concentratea, (0
per cent,' 820.00022.60 per. unit; crude
orea, 60 per cent. ,122.00025.00; 36 per
10 per cent, 39.40
cent, $13.000
' 12.50;
'
'
12.20.
.

.

Chicago Live Stock Quotations.

Hoga Bulk, $17.20 17.65:
Chicago.
mixed,
317.25017.75;
$16,900
'
'
76;
$16.10017.60;
heavy,
rougn,
$16.10016.60; plan, $18.25018.75.
Cattle Native steers, $10.15017.60;
atockers ud' feeders, $8.35012.40; cowa
an'd heifers, $6.85013.90; calves, $7,600

light.
17

13.7.

$12.76016.85;

Sheep

21.00.

lambs, $16,750

Grain In Minnenpalla.
Minneapolia, Minn. Rye $2.70
Barley $1.4601.86
Bran
Corn
Oats
Flax

1.7 1.

$83.14.
No. 8 yellow, $1.6501.6;.
No. 3 white. 91 Vt
83 c.
$4.01 Vi

04.03.

Baeten Waal Market.
Wool Scoured basis: Texas
Boston.
12 months, $1.7201.78;
fine 8
months. $1.66 01.(0.
Fine
staple, $1.85!. 87 li
Territory
d
;

combing, $1.7501.78';
combing, $1.5001.56; fine
fine medium
$1.(001.65;
$1.5601.60.
Extra. $1.8001.86; AA,- $1.70
.
supers. $1.6001.(6.

half-bloo-

clothing,
clothing;
Pulled
01.80; A
Ckirase Grain and Prnvlalon rrten.
Chicago. Corn No. I yellow. $1.73;
No. 1 yellow., $1.(301.(5; No. 4 yellow,
'
:
$1.6001.63.
Oate-N- o.
1 white,
rS85c; stand
,
ard,
Barley 8.L4O01. 86,
$6.OO08.6(;
Timothy
Clover 3 1.00 IK 28.00.
Lard $24.52.
Ribs $21.92012.65.
New lark Cetfon Prices.
New Tork. Cotton May, 25.02; July,
24.88; October. 24.20; December, 24.08;
24.00;
Middling
January,
uplands,
'
"
2C.76.

envo.
1

1

'

Linseed. .'
Duluth. Linseed $8.97 U 0 4.03 H: to
arrive, $3.(7H: May, $3.7H asked;
Julyv $$ 99H; October, $3.63 bid.
.'.

Batter, Baa-is- , Pntetaea and Pnwla.
Chicago. Butter
Creamery, 340.
42Hc
33083c: ordinary
Firsts.
firsts, 81H032e; at mark, cases in- -,
eluded. (1H033HO.
Potatoes wlaconaln, Minnesota and
Michigan, bulk, SOc0 31.10; do,
Fowls Alive, 29c.
- Kansas
CJty PraehM.
Kansas City.
Butter
Creamery,
40Hc; firsts, 1t4c; seconds, 33c; packing. 30c.
Bggs Firsts. 21 He.
Poultry Roosters, 18c; broilers, 24c.e
.

Eb-b--b

'

New Tork.
Sugar ' Centrifugal;
CMC; eat loaf. $1.9$; crashed, $H(.

COMMUNITY

H OG

HOUSE IS L IKED
Found to Be Preferable to the
Small, Movable Type.
PERMANENCY

IS

ADVANTAGE

Design Showi Structure Containing
Twelve Pen and Large Feed
Room With
Concrete
Run Yards.
William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advice FREE OP
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building work on the farm, for
the readers of this paper. On account of
his wide experience as Editor, Author and
Manufacturer, he Is, without doubt, the
highest authority on all these subjects.
Address all inquiries to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie avenue, Chicago,
111., and only Inclose three-cestamp for
reply.
Mr.

WILLIAM A. RADFORO.
to make money on hogs,
you must give them a proper 'place to
live In,
The best profits are made
only when a dry, sanitary, comfortable
and convenient hog house is provided.
It la a mistake to think a hog does
not need to be protected from the
weather. Having been originally a native of warmer climates, nature has
not provided a pig with much In the
way of protective covering. He has
no thick coat of hnlr or wool or feath- By

If you want

wldely scattered. Those who use the
community hog house appreciate Its
convenience.
Permanency Adds to Value.
The permanent house has Its evident advantages. Its years of service
may be Increased; It permits of masonry construction, so substantial and
fireproof ; Its floor Is practically
built In to stay; It has a
solid foundation, absent In the movable type, nil making for a greater
Heavy winds, sonking
substantiality.
rains, driving hall, deep snows and extreme temperatures are more easily
withstood In that the structure Is naturally tighter and better built gentornado
The
erally.
Is not so likely to tear the masonry,
or even the wooden community permanent house from Its foundation and
supports as In the case of the more
movable type of structure.
The direct sunshine Is usually more
practically secured In the large house
because of the better natural advantages of grenter height, wider and
longer dimensions, nnd bigger roof.
Greater provision can also be made
for Indirect lighting, inasmuch as the
type of construction permits of this
with comparative ease and- safety. At
best It is more difficult, because of the
extra manipulation of doors and windows, to flood the rraall house with as
much light In proportion to the Interior as In the more Ideal community
type exemplified In the acompanying
design.
These plnns show a community hog
house containing 12 pens and a large
feed room. It is of the
h
or
roof type to face south.
The details of this building Itself are
exceptionally well handled, and the
hnvoc-wreekin- g

Beauty Spofc FMC
LI Salvador
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WAR

ROAD BUILDING

LATEST TYPE OF FRENCH AUTO AMBULANCE

POLICY

In Communication to Highway Officials, Secretary Houston Out-

lines Government Plan.

- :
Lake llopongo.
I. SALVADOR, the little repub
lic on the southern coast of
Central America, Is not behind
any part of the world In the
matter of the picturesque and the In

E

Into La Libertad are much traversed
by oxcarts, as La Libertad Is a great

Secretary Houston of the depart
ment of agriculture In a communication to the American Association oi
State Highway Ollloiuls hns set forth
squarely the policy which he thinks
should be followed In highway con
structlon during the war. Secretary
Houston says:
"So fur as It Is practicable to do so,
this department will urge the mnlnten
ance of the highways already constructed; the construction and com
pletlon of those highways which ar
vitally Important because of their bear-Inupon the war situation or for tlx
movement of commodities; the post
ponement of nil highway construction
relatively less essential or not based
upon Important military or economic
needs. The department Is preparing
to suggest to the state highway
depart
ments the preparation of a schedule
of work for the federal aid projects fm
IMS In line with this policy."
In carrying out the policy thus an
nounced there has been sent out by
the office of public roads of the de
partnient of agriculture schedule forim
on which the states are requested tr
set forth their proposed federal aid
work for the 1918 working season.
These schedules cull for a descriptor
of each road, the character, quantity
and rail huul of the materials to be
used, the probable cost, the amount o;
federal funds desired, I he specific pur
pose of the Improvement, Its bearing
upon the war situation, and what ef
feet a delay of the work until 1919 oi
Inter would have. With the informa
Hon thus assembled and classified, ut
efficient roud construction program U
assured. While it Is Impossible to muki
any definite statement regarding tin
transportation of road muteriuls, tht
expectations are that the trunsportn
tlon situation will be Improved ant
tluit the shipment of such materials foi
essential projects cun be made.
Ilond construction and mulutennnci
n the United States involve an annua
expenditure of some $.'500,000,000, ant
there is scarcely a section of the coun
try thut Is not seriously affected by I
marked disturbance In roud work.

port for San Salvador.
The mountain scenery on the way
to Santa Tecla, 2,050 feet above sea
It has Its natural phe level and hut 11 miles from San Sal
teresting.
nomena. Its beauty spots for tourists vador, Is
This Is the latest type of auto amlmluni-The great coast
used by the r'reiich in transthat should be double starred In trav- range of Inspiring.
mountains sends out giant
porting their wounded to the dressing stations behind the buttle lines. The
elers' guide books, Its relics of ancient spurs and hogbacks to the
on
are
a
Injured
very shores
placed
platform built on the rear of the car.
races, Its quaint and busy cities with of the Pacific, and between these He
their artistic works of architecture, numerous watercourses that run to the
writes Hamilton M. Wright In the Bui sea. The region, of which the extinct
letin of the
Union. In volcano, Quetzaltepequo, Is a magnifi
HERE ARE
AUTOMOBILE DON'TS
the world there Is not a more wonder cent feature, Is very mountainous
and
ful volcano than Izulco, which, more rugged and Is
Intercepted by magnifi
tn.m four generations ago, ascended cent and fertile
Don't put oil In the engine
valleys.
from the plains and has since rewithout first making sure that It
Santa Tecla, also known as Nueva
TO
FINISH
is free from dirt and lint.
mained active. There Is not a more San Salvador, lies at the base of the
wonderful lake In the world than llo mighty volcano San Salvador. It Is
Don't race the engine when It
Is not drawing the car. There
pongo, distant nbout ten miles from connected by railroad and also by a
san Salvador, the capital, and con fine avenue with the nearby
Is no worse abuse.
Also a Few "Don'ts" Cited About
capital ;
'
nected with it by a splendid highway, It will be the most Important
Don't neglect to keep the radiM'fS
. 1
be
tt
city
a nne national road which, at one tween San Salvador and La Libertad
ator filled with water. Also use
Proper Care and Appearance
a good
solution In
point, cuts the mountain side 800 feet when the railroad spur to that port
of Automobile.
above the surface of the lake also has been constructed. The
cold weather.
Is well
city
comes In from San Vicente.
Don't fail to inspect the level
Illuminated at night, has attractive
of liquid in the storage battery
Hopongo is an alluring spot for bath drives, fine public buildings, churches,
FAILURE TO WASH PROPERLY
ers, for the people of the republic barracks, hospitals, beautiful resievery two weeks.
s
1
rtrinuwi
n',at
iur
Don't drive with your feet on
thoroughly appreciate the charms and dences, villas, and suburban homes
the clutch or brake pedals.
advantages of their own country. It and estates, magnificently kept up,
of
New
Varnish
is the watering place for Snn Salva
Is
Car
Hardened and
Don't let your car stand with
with fine lawns and gardens and all
Benefited
dor, with hotels, hath houses and the appurtennnces of fashionable counby Frequent Washing
headlights full on. It is unnec-sar- y
launches. The surrounding ridges and try homes. From a social
and It runs your battery
With Clear Cool Water-Oa- rage
viewpoint
mountains are beautiful and colorful It Is almost a part of San Salvador.
down.
Gases Harmful.
nnd dip into the lake steeply. Viewing The city has a population of about
Don't drive fast on slippery
ers like other farm animals to protect two concrete yards Inclosed with
streets.
hi in from the cold weather, or from
concrete fences are quite 8 this superb sheet of water, with the 12,000; It owes Its origin to an earth
Tou can abuse the engine pretty con
eminences verdure-claDon't drive with fully retardor col quake which overwhelmed the capital
being sunburnt in the hot sun.
striking feature. Movable fence pan nearby
sistently before It begins to complain.
ed spark.
So a warm house Is needed In the els of woven wire or of wool can be ored by past volcanic eruptions, with about two generations ago.
You can abuse the finish once or twice,
Don't start motor with wide-ope8an Salvador a Handsome City.
winter, especially for the brood sows, thrown across from building to fence drifting clouds casting their fleeting
and then you have no finish to abuse.
throttle or advanced spark.
and shade must be provided for sum- at several points to separate any pens shadows upon its surface, one has a
There is nothing of the "dolce for
The appearance of the car and the apDon't neglect the lubrication
feeling thut he is fnr from the haunts nlente" type nbout Sun Salvador which,
mer.
or group of pens.
of
finish are one and the
the
pearance
of mun, until perchance his eye light
of your cnr.
with Its environs, has a population of
Moreover, It Is recognized that the
same thing, and appearance goes a
upon a launch far below, sending Its 65,000. With the exception of Pana
best way to keep swine henlthy and
toward
the
way
long
value
determining
SENSE OF SMELL IN HUMANS ripples over the expanse of waters,
ma City, San Salvador hus more auof a house, a horse or an automobile.
guard against the ravages of disease
Fine Mountains and Climate.
tomobiles than any other Central CONDEMN TYPE OF
is to provide sanitary conditions a Less Acute
The lack of washing and failure to TOOL REMOVES COTTER PINS
HIGHWAYS
Than
Those
of
Hearing
In
are
There
no
the
world
finer American city. Moving pictures, too,
hog house that Is well lighted and venwash properly will do more toward
:t la of
Because
and
Seeing
mountain
than
El
those
of
Sal are popular In the capital and throughtilated and with a smooth, Impervious
peaks
the appearance of the car thnn Implement Can Be Made From an Old
Leu Need.
vndor. The volcanoes Santa Ana, out the republic. The city attracts Layman Often Errs in Passing Judg ruining
floor that can be easily cleaned.
any other thing. The varnish of the
on
Mainment
File or Similar Article OperWhen
Poor
Type
San
San
Miguel,
Vicente,
These considerations, plus that of
Usulutan, by Its beautiful, shaded parks with
When a man climbed Into the trees
new car Is hardened and benefited by
ation la Easy.
tenance Is to Blame.
the labor that Is saved In feeding nnd and spent generation after generation Zntecoluca, and Sun Salvador, rising their fine sculptured monuments, the
frequent washing with clear cool wabuild- running through the branches he had from Santa Teola, and half a hundred splendid national palace, the cathedral.
oaring for hogs in a
a
ter.
Is
titketf
a
The
from
to
Mud,
allowed
following
pel
dry or freeze on
The tool shown here can be made
the National university and the Poly
ing, have made country builders pay a little use for an acute sense of smell, others have all the characteristic
by 15. II. Plepmeler, maintenance en the car, takes up all the oil from the from an old file or similar tool. By
good deal of attention to this class of for It was practically impossible to beauty of the symmetrical volcanic technic institute.
o
varnish
stute
and leaves the finish streaked lightly tapping the head of the tool
glneer, highway department,
The cathedral presents perhaps Illinois. It touches a subject upor and spotted.
work, and farmers are more and more trail his friends, his prey or his ene- eminences elsewhere in Central Amer
with a hummer, as shown In tllustra- In the healthful uplands or moun
ica.
more
the
French
renaissance
putting up big modern hog houses.
typical
who
uses
because
which
mies through the trees,
the pub
Dirt Is not the only enemy, for
every layman
they tain basins, where a
of the style than the typical cathednal In the lie
larger
part
Inform
on
Are
roads
should
Numerous.
left no such scent
the limbs as
himself:
Advantages
garage gases and even the atmosphere
The advantages of the community they did upon the ground. Hearing population lives, 2,000 feet or more capitals of the new world, though It
different types of roadf of some cities attacks the finish of the
"Muny
Is a most ornate and beautiful work of have been condemned
house as compared with the movable and seeing became more Important above sea level, are to be found
by the publli car which is not frequently washed.
cities and rich country dis- architecture.
are numerous. The time and labor and were sharpened to take the place
Altogether San Salva- chiefly on account of the lack of prop
Examine Other Fellow's Car.
in charm and Interest will dor has a distinct
that
tricts
In
note
er maintenance. The proper type o!
European
of the dying olfactory talents. Doctor
required are less because:
Before you turn your car over to a
travmoment
the
repny
every
richly
of
the
Its
and
stores.
air
The
feedshops
road may be selected by the
Jones says that despite the poor con eler will
(1) Facilities for warming,
spare them. The healthful broad streets, fine cement curbs, the but If he has no means of engineer garage for regular washing, examine
ing, wnterlng, dipping, ringing, cas- dition of our noses as gatherers of incontrolling the other fellow's car, and see what
climate gives rise to a vigorous and ornate,
their
with
buildings
maintenance his choice may be contrating, marking, breeding, weighing formation, the smelling sense "still
they are doing to It, and once yon find
This
little
enterprising
population.
and
win
latticed
and administering medicines are more shows a subtle power as a memory
handsomely grilled
demned by the average layman.
a man who knows how to care for the
a record of having prohas
country
the
dows,
beautiful, semltroplcal parks
convenient because they are under one sense."
"Public sentiment Is molded largely car
duced 75,000,000 pounds of .coffee In a with their luxuriant foliage and comproperly let him wash It every time
roof.
by the results thut are evident to the It needs it. A
Dudley Kldd has noted this feature single year, 1916, perhaps more In fortable
Removing Cotter Pins.
single washing, done
where
the visitor may eye, regardless of the money actually
seats,
(2) The "sunning" of the quarters.
In Investigating the psychology of Ka
will destroy the luster that
earlier periods.
carelessly,
outer
the
Is started,
watch the parade of fashion and the expended. It Is not uncommon
the
tion,
to
careful washing has preserved for Stewart Lever. pinThe tool Is says
We did not stop long at La Union, many cosmopolitan elements of the
then remonths.
but continued from the port up the city, engage in social chats, make new
versed and the pin drawn out by
coast to La Libertad, the nearest sea acquaintances, and listen to an excel
Start In by cleaning the top. Give means of the hook.
erc
It a good stiff brushing to remove the
port to San Salvador. There we an lently rendered concert all these renloose dust and then either sponge It or
chored out In the open roadstead, a der a stay in the capital a
Open Pews
pleasant
f
mile and
use a soft brush with clear tepid water HEADLIGHTS IN GOOD FOCUS
from shore, and took event.
T
COHCRCTE riOOaUHDriNCC.
a coffee barge to the pier, where we
and castlle soap.
Forty miles to the northwest Is San
Some Light Up Road More on Sides
Go over the leather uphostery with
arranged for a conveyance to Sun Sal- ta Ana, second city of the republic.
Than Center Plan Given for Best
a woolen cloth dipped In clear water
vador, 40 miles distant by automobile and rightly accounted one of the lead
Adjustment.
road but less than 30 for mules. It Is Ing cities of Central America. Santa
to which has been added a few drops
a very short trip up to the capltol, bu't Ana will he the first
of ammonia. If the upholstery Is of
of
Important
city
Are your headlights la proper focus?
the traveler beholds the varied re- Salvador to be reached
cloth It can best be cleaned by spongrail from
If not, you are not getting the best use
sources and climatic changes of an en- the north when the linebyto connect
ing with water containing a little salt from
them. Some light up the sides
tire continent within the brief journey with the Guatemalan
and alcohol.
systems is built.
of the road more than the center, and
to the uplands. This pnrt of the coast The
Now
to
are
use
a
the
has
you
hose.
of
ready
between
TRACK
city
population
fP.AUEX
some light the road too far ahead.
Is a center for Peruvian balsam, a 45,000 nnd 50,000 nnd an
isBe sure to remove the nozzle and flow
CoNCftzrt Floor
elevation of
Point
car directly at a white wall
remedy for pulmonary complaints and 2,100 feet. It Is a lively, prosperous,
the water over every part of the body. 30 or your
40 feet away and adjust the
so called because In early days It was
This
serves
to
off
as
wash
much
of
the
with
an
air
bulb of one lamp so thut there Is no
first shipped from Salvador to Peru of assured community, Its business
dust as Is possible and to loosen the black
stability.
spot In the center of light. Then
before being reconslgned In through houses are many.
mud, or Ice, or snow, so that with a
the other lamp to light up the
packets to Europe. The tree Is found
little potlence It can be flouted off. In adjust
sides of the road.
&'
over an extended strip up and down
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'
cases
car
Is
where
'
the
exceptionally
Wild Guess.
..
the coast.
dirty It Is well to let It stand 15 min
"Why do they refer to a statesman
TRAINING MEN FOR SERVICE
Ate Excellent.
utes
Highways
and
then
shower
it
again.
xo-o- Good Road in Illinois.
The journey from La Libertad to as a solon?"
a soft, clean sponge and, folTake
"The word Is derived from the dead
San Salvador Is a fine one and the
lowing It with a gentle stream from School Opened to Provide Technically
Open Pens
languages," answered the man who as- hear the layman say that certain the
Is
road
In
1,- Trained Drivers Every Man
fact
are
there
good.
hose, go lightly over the body.
nre
roads
unsatConckctc Fiopr bHDFtNcc
T
nnd
very
expensive
sumes
to
know
re"and
everything,
800 miles of through national highWill Be Paid.
He often pnsses Judgment
Brushes Needed.
isfactory.
Special
a
to
destatesman's
fers
Instinctive
ways In the republic of Salvador. The sire to
Grease and road oil collect on the
a platform and do an upon a road and condemns it without
on
get
roads of San Salvador are n national
To provide technically trained men
any Investigation of its cost or how chassis and their removal requires
Ground Plan for Community Hog House.
Institution. Great work has been done oratorical solo."
economical and satisfactory It might more vigorous treatment and separate In the automobile Industry, especially
In grading and
Some
automobile
service
stations
tools. Special brushes will greatly fa- for
be If properly maintained.
especially during the season of early fir children. When Kafirs are ques- splendid permanent concrete bridge
Couldn't Be Modern.
the country, a
throughout
In
Is
con
road
cilitate
'The
work
Inaccessible
corners.
average
engineer
more
litters, is done
quickly, Inasmuch tioned as to their earl'est remembered have been constructed. La Libertad.
"John was a good man," said the
motor
car
company is opening a techfronted with the problem of educating The caustic action of an alkali soap Is
as a number of houses do not have to Impressions they usually state that which Is also reached by road from
widow, "but he was so old the
nical service training school, open to
nn
to
of
the
for
the
of
removal
on
necessary
public
appreciation
grease
be visited to see that the windows are these were connected with the senses San Vicente In the east central
part of fashioned to the Inst."
the chassis, but even when used here men who have not had any autotnobi' e
principles of economy In road Improvenot covered with snow or sleet, or of taste and smell. The next things the republic. Is the sent of the cable
"How so?" asked the sympathetic ment as much as with technical matIt
Is advisable to employ It In the form experience. Kvery man accepted f r
otherwise obstructed.
they remember are connected with the station between North and South Amer- friend?"
ters, such as the selection of a type of of a soap solution made by dissolving the school will be paid while beljg
The artllicial exercising of sense of color; then Impressions of ica, where messages are handled with
(3)
he
killed
a
"Well,
by
got
runaway pavement and the method of properly a pound of soap in a gallon of warm taught.
young pigs that are subject to thumps sound nnd of form follow last of all.
The roads leading horse."
great dispatch.
water.
maintaining after construction."
and kindred troubles is easily done in Chicago Herald.
The soap le, of course, rinsed off, SOCKET WRENCHES ARE BEST
alley, a
the community
Isolated "Clodhopper."
and a hard stream may be used in the
Newfoundland's Wealth.
through fatty tissue, and laboratory
number of litters being driven at the
Queer Reckonings of Distance.
Isolated by bad roads the farmer chassis to advantage, but it should not
studies showed the probable cause.
As producers of wealth the farmers
. same time, this being In marked con
In rural Germany they sneak of
They Save Time and Keep Nuts and
is a "clodhopper," and must be directed against the wheel hubs, for
Bolts In Good Condition Don't
trast to the more individualized ef places being so many hours distant-mean- ing, are so far ahead of any other class or Producing labored breathing by add- surely
and
for
hours
fast
In
long
be
washed
dirt
and
hopping
reach
the
keep
may
Round Off Edges.
of course, by walking; and element of the population of the Do ing carbondloxide to the air Inhaled or his Income will be buried
fort necessarily practiced In the mov
undeep
bearings.
minion that It Is rather difficult for a overcame the impediment In most
In the rural parts of Schleswlg-Hol-steiable Isolated house system.
his
expenses.
der
transportation
The man who buys a box of socket
(4) Ventilation Is more readily
they say that a place Is a pipe, Canadian to realize that there Is any cases, starting the blood back to the
Farmer and the Auto.
wrenches is making a good Investment.
controlled because but two or three, or two pipes, or three pipes off, accord large party of the North American heart, with recovery from the shock.
Barns
Best.
Comfortable
Like
business
and
professional men, They save time and keep nuts and
hardly more, ventilators within close ing to the number of pipes one could continent where like conditions do not
Comfortable barns keep dairy cows farmers are placing greater and greatbolts In good condition, since they fit
-- onira noori in ha vislrpft.
smoke while walking there.
Misleading Proverbs.
Shorter prevail. And yet Canadians have only
more
thun
warm
far
on
cheaply
motor
demands
er
cars. As a util- perfectly and do not round off the
"Nothing succeeds like success." To
(5) The exhibit to prospective buy- distances are reckoned by barks. A to cross the threshold of their eastern
feed.
will
continue to edges. Open-enwrenches are next
ity the automobile
ers of promising pigs Is more quickly village under a mile away would be front door, nnd visit their fellow Brit- paraphrase Pilate, ''What Is success?"
grow in use because of the convenience best. If you must use a monkey
two or three dog's barks ! It Is as we ons of the ancient colony In the gulf, And. is It not often' true that in many
made.
Good
Butter.
for
Material
it brings and because of the great wrench, set it up carefully and avoid
to come upon such conditions. In New- young lives a failure, or what seems to
(6) The hitching of the horse to say, "Within calling distance."
Good butter can be made only from economy of time and labor It makes rounding off the nut corners as much
foundland It Is the fisheries and not be failure. Is the best thing that can
the feeding wagon .twice or three
cream.
good,
as possible.
possible, ,
the farms that hold first place as happen?" "Look before you leap" imtimes daily Is dispensed with; It Is a
Timepieces Need Care.
Clocks will keep good time If they sources of wealth. Many of the fish- plies a delay and doubt, desirable
case of simply walking to the commuand
Thrifty
Pigs.
Large
Watch Shackles Closely.
Bell Prevents Accidents.
are not wound too tightly and never ermen are farmers so that the people enough In some cases, but fatal and utnity house and "getting busy."
A new piece of automobile apparat-Pigs sired by mature boars are genWatch the shackles and do not allow
on the land have a share In both terly reprehensible In others. The nec'
(7) With all the 'sows under one allowed to run down. An eight-damore
and
while
thrifty
mud to accumulate, for small particles us gives warning by
a bell when
essary qualification takes the point erally larger
cover during the farrowing season, clock should be wound once In four sources of national Income-than those sired by immature of flinty grit In the mud make their the car is backed. It ringing
young
will
from
the
as
Init
prevent
does from boars.
many
proverb
the efficiency of a unit of labor. Is
days, and then half or little more than
way Into the working parts and cause accidents.
"Speech is silver, silence Is golden."
Important Surgical Discovery.
half way each time. A watch that
creased.
wear.
Lubricate
the
excessive
shackle
There
are
t
mleswhen
numsilence is mud,
A new theory of the shock, or lowIs wound twice a day will keep better
(8) There Is no moving of a
Cause of Lung Disease.
bolts generously.
Towing Heavy Trailers.
ber of houses to take up one's time. time than If It Is wound up quite tleht ered vitality, attending many surgical and when speech, fearless and direct,
should not be allowed to root
Hogs
A motor operated capstan and
Is
above
diamonds
and
rubles.
spring
operations is thtt It Is due to clogging
(9) The repairs and maintenance every 24 hours.
In the hot steaming manure, as It is
Fine Running Motor.
buffer coupling have been invented by
of the smaller blood vessels with fat
are more easily kept up In one big
sure to cause lung disease.
dealer
automobile
a
An
Parisian
that
for
says
beany
trailers
towing heavy
globules. Investigating, Dr. W. T.
house on a permanent foundation, and
Keeping Count.
Improvement en Old Adage.
one who wants to have a fine running hind automobiles.
"Do you think the recording angel
If at first you don't succeed, trv. Porter of the Rockefeller Institute
within relatively easy reach (near the
Soldiers Relish Pork.
motor should put a couple of quarts of
farmstead buildings), than a number try again, but be sure to try
Ton may love the American bog,
little found that shock Is most common In can keep track of all our misdeeds
or medium lubricating oil In with
Renovate the Car.
of small houses with somewhat an- - harder than you did before, and Inst patients with a fracture of the thigh "Why not? My wife, who Is only
but the boys on the firing line will light
every ten gallons of gasoline pumped
Why not do some renovating of the
hone and those with multiple wound fallible mortal, never loses count."
table underfoo tings, and generally1 a little differently, too.
en toy the pork.
Into the tank.
automobile before good roads comal
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Richardson
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Exemption
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Our Part in Feeding the Nation

THE RANCH AT THE WOLVERINE

(Special Information

A

tale of the wild outdoor life of pioneer days that called forth all the courage and resourcefulness of men and women inured to danger and hardship
Little, Brown

(Copyright,

CHAPTER XVII

SIRUPS

Service, United States Department
AND HONEY BY PARCEL

of Agriculture.)

POST

B. M. BOWER

Co.)

Continued.

"I guess that'll do," she pronounced
at last, pushing the spectacles up on
her lined forehead. "You read it, Hilly
Louise, 'n' see what yuh think."
"I think It's all right, Marthy," said
Hilly Louise, after she had read the
document twice. "It's a hill of sale;
and it also wipes (lie slate clean of any
think Mr. Seabeck is very
possible

"You'll ride Blue," Billy Louise told
him calmly. "I'm going to ride Battler

Just in the last few days. I never BAN ON OLIVE OIL EXPORTS
knew a person could change so much
In such n little while. She's Just let go
myself."
Order Calls Halt on Shipment
nil holds iiml kind of Hugged down, Royal
"Yes, you are not !"
Except Essentials, From Spain
"Do you mean to sny I can't? Do mentally nnd physically. We'll have to
to United States.
take care of her, Ward, as long us she
you think' "
"(Hi. I guess you can, all right, but
lives. That's why I'm taking you there
Olive oil exports from Spain, of
so we can look after her. She won't which
"Well, if I can, I'm going to. If you
large quantities formerly were
think I can't handle a measly old skate lenve the Cove. I I was hoping," she
both directly and viu France
like that"
K' jdffg&frlft, ,m tmm
ndded shyly, "thnt we could sit In shipped
and
tj
to the United States and
"He's been running out for nearly front of our own fireplace, Ward, and other Ituly
Whereupon Marthy signed the note,
markets, from Barcelona
Willi a spluttering of the abused pen In two months, Wllhemlnn "
,,,
nnve nice cozy evenings ; but well, and foreignare
Seville,
prohibited by a recent
her .stiffened old fingers and a great
"And look nt his rilis! If you'll Just there ulwnys seems to be something
commerce
states
reports.
order,
royal
twisting of her grim moiilh us she kindly go In the bouse while I sad for me to do for somebody, Ward."
In southern Spain and in the region
funned the capitals. Then Hilly Loui
dle"
"Oh, you Wllhemlnn !" Wnrd slipped of
the olive oil Indoiitry has
w rote her
"I'll kindly stay right here, lady his arm around her, to the disgust of beenCatalonia,
inline wit It a fine, schoolgirl
an Important source of revenue
ease and a little curl on the end of the girl. You don't know Battler "
Rattler and Blue, und made shift to to the growers
who export to foreign
"And you don't know Billy Louise kiss her twice.
last d, Seabeck took the paper from
"Long as you live,
oil wns often
lie tips of Billy Louise's supercilious MacDonald." She wrinkled her nose you'll always be- doing something for refineries, whence the
to the United States, us of
lingers, returned with It to the desk ut him und turned buck to unsaddle somebody ; that's the wny you're made. shipped
Reproduction.
for a blotter, bunted an envelope, Blue. "I renlly didn't Intend to go And nobody's been doing things for really
of the comfolded the note carefully, und laid It back right now," she said, "but seeing you ; but If the Lord lets me live, that's cently the direct exports
modity from Spnln to the United Stntes
you've got your heart set on it, I sup- going to be my Job from now on."
away Inside.
have Increased considerably with the
"I believe that Is all, Mrs. Mellke. I pose we might as well." Then she
He said a great deal more, of
of the American taste for
development
:
"We're
ndded
as
as
will
no
uneasisuffer
far
further
only going
hope you
course. They had nenrly fifteen miles the oil
produced In Spain,
the Cove, anyway; and I really ought to go, nnd
ness on account of your nephew."
they rode at a walk ; and a
There is no embargo on exports of
"I'm liable t' suffer some glttiti' that to hurry buck to look after Marthy. man and a maid cnn say a good deal essential oils such
as pennyroyal, roseund
Charlie
Fox
out
I'cter
and
live hundred dollars paid up," Marthy
pulled
ut such a time. But I don't think they
and lavender, the
thymo
mary,
sage,
ull
her
there
left
tilone.
I've
solitary
relumed with Home, acerbity. "I'm
would like to have It all repeated.
of which Is largeSpanish
production
been
her
with
I
staying
much ohleeged to yuh, Mr. Sealieck,
overnight.
Their thoughts ranged far back over
destined
for
markets, and
ly
foreign
we'd
down
told
her
be
and
there,
stay the past and far Into the future, and
fcr belli' ho easy ou us. If yuh hadn't
Is made direct from
which
of
shipment
till
further
notice."
' Ilmni-inn- i
a human helix I hope,
drug Hilly Louise Into it, I'd say yer
clung close to the miracle of love that Spain to the United States, Frunce,
Billy Louise did not give Ward much had
Miss Marl lomild, us well us a mere too good to be human."
brought them together. There Is and elsewhere. These oils are profor
He
too
was
argument.
"Ilinmin-innot at all," Seabeck opportunity
one thing which Billy Louise, even In duced
riiltlemnn."
Mur-cl- a
with
to
his
especially In the regions of
awkward
crutches
keep up her most
mood, did not
Marthy did not attempt to rise when stammered deprecatingly and left the with her, and she
medical
where
and
many
Malaga,
to
on
be
managed
Irieiihei k followed Hilly I.oulse into the room with what haste his natural digtell Wnrd, and that Is her doubts of herbs are
the move most of the time.
grown for domestic con- These Containers Can
him.
Never once did he dream thnt
Carry Sirups and Honey In the Mails Long Distances,
sitting room. She caught up her apron nity would permit.
As comparannd
When
she
had
export.
sumption
Ward
helped
upon she had
the Bureau of Markets Learned.
That elided the .Seabeck part of the
mid wiped her eyes. After that she
him and wrung her
suspected
of
In
Is
made
use
little
Spain
Blue
was
and
tlmt
not
tively
easy, either, heart becuuse of her
faced Sen heck with Inirsli composure whole sordid affair, except that he resuspicions nnd
from the plants
mained for another hour, doing chores considering that he only had one leg In that I think she wus wise and kind. several oils derived
Iiml waited for the settlement.
fit to stand on and had gone to the
mentioned and other
bees. In such an average season an
"Iliiim-mn- i
I have
heen looking and making everything sung for the cabin for her
bag of nuggets and sonThey found Seubeck mid Floyd Car herbs, the local murket Is limited but
of 100 colonies may gather necwood-boapiary
Also
filled
he
the
kitchen
he
on
night.
the
river
nnd another cowboy at the Cove, the industry may be developed Indeficattle,"
began, sitting
tar equivalent to 224 tons of honey
as high us lie couid pile the sticks Ward's roll of money which he had for- Just preparing to leave.
the cilp' of u chair and turning his
cliit
favorable
of
In
Marthy,
and
had
exhausted
the
view
other
gotten,
nitely
every
where the "honey crop" or surplus
Mack hat absently round and round hy and brought water to lust overnight
excuse for delay, she picked up Bat- transpired, hnd sent for them because matic conditions of those sections of
honey will be only 2 tons. That 100
(he hrim. "You
you tell since Charlie's plan to pipe water into tler's reins and wound her fingers In she wanted to make her will, so that
In
flourish.
where
the
plants
Spain
colonies of bees can find nectar suffirue there were seven lienil of grown tlie cabin bud remained a beautiful his
nnd took hold of the stirrup Billy Louise would have the Cove when 1910 the declared exports of essential
cient to make 22 tons of honey withplan and nothing more. Hilly Louise ns inane,
Koek "
was
It.
done
with
Louise
If
Marthy
were
mountas
States
she
to
Billy
United
the
oils
from
nonchalantly
Malaga
in a range of about two miles gives
"That they shot and tlirnwed In the thanked Seabeck, when lie was ready
cried a little and argued a good deal, were valued at $170,164; those from
ing Blue.
some Idea of the amount of sugar availriver, with the hriiiuls cut out," Inter to go.
'Now we're all right and comfy," she but Marthy hod not lost ull her stub- Almerln, nt $21,020; and those from Average Distance 654 Miles in
able In the form of nectar. This
"I know you were square, and you're announced
polated Miirthy stolidly. "I heard 'em'
when the first bornness, and the will stood un Burcelona, nt $13,220.
breathlessly,
amount doubtless Is much below the
Experimental Shipments by
too. I'll remember It
uny that's how they would git rid of really
wns over and Rattler, like his changed.
fight
actual sugar at hand, for when nectar
'em. an' I heard 'em shootin' down always, Mr. Seabeck."
Bureau
of
Billy Louise and Ward were married
mnster, had yielded to ihe Inevitable,
Markets.
Is flowing freely bees do not get It all.
Playing the Man.
there."
"Will you?" Seabeck looked down
just ns soon as Ward was able to make
No matter what part he may be
"lltiiin-iniFurthermore, In many places more
yes! Do you know Just at her, with bis baud upon the latch.
the trip to the county-seut- ,
which was
than 50 pounds of surplus are obtained
playing in the strenuous game of life
"Even If you are put In a position
Mint"
Just as soon us he could walk comfort- as
It is presented today, the brother LOSS IN THREE
SHIPMENTS and often more than 100 colonies can
"Five dry cows 'n' two steers long where you must pay that note you
ably with a cane.
hood man, above all others, must play
n i - in
be kept profitably In one place.
I see. Itefore I
I Jcdgcd 'em to ho." will still
in
the
winter
the
Cove, the man. These are times when the
They stayed
In the face of these facts It Is regretMarthy was ccrtnlnly prompt enough go, Miss MacDonald, I should like your
and a part of the spring. Then they best that is in us must be
given to Tin Containers With Screw Cap Found table to find so many beekeepers who
nnd explicit vnnttgh. And her Hps were permission to send a man down here to
buried grim, gray old Marthy up on the
ou," nnd the race run with
fall to get even the small percentage
Satisfactory for Sirups and Honey
grim, and Iter faded blue eyes hard look after things."
side hill near Jasc, where she hud "carry
steadfastness and a manly purpose
which belongs to the beekeeper. There
Prod"No, you mustn't."
nnd steady upon the face of Seaheck.
Hilly Louise
Urge Only
to lay tier
them
asked
body
so
L.
As
Stevenson
Itobert
"Iltnm-niii- ;
beautifully
are parts of the United States where
ucts Be Shipped.
yes! I find also," lie spoke with prompt decision. "Marthy
when she was gone.
:
It
a
as
we
"Whether
life
puts
regard
90 per cent of all colonies of bees are
went on In l is somewhat precise voice might think you were you see, It
They were very busy and very happy line leading to a dead wall a mere
that hud wiled him the nickname of wouldn't do. I'll see about getting a
Producers and consumers may find In hollow logs or plain square boxes
and pretty prosperous with their three
or
as
the
French
end,
sny
"Deacon" .rnong his punchers, "that man. If you will take this note up and
It to their advantage to use the parcel In which combs of bees cannot be
ranches. They never heard of Charlie bag's
whether we think of It as a vestibule
handled. There are few parts of the
there are t'. re young stock vented and leave it In the mailbox for me, John
or of Buck Olney and they or
post for marketing sirups and extractFox
again,
our
we
turn
where
wait
sold your I'rlngle will come up tomorrow. We'll
rehrnmlcd than I er
gymnasium,
country where the box hive Is not
ed honey, according to a statement
never wanted to.
our
some
facilities for
and
of all the
liephew. fourteen head, to he extort. manage all right."
from the bureau of markets. United found and probnbly
should some time ride through more prepare
If
you
we
;
noble destiny whether
thun States
With the cuttle you tell ine which
"You're quite right. But. Miss
bees in the country are so housed. In
Exa certain portion of Idaho, you may
of
department
agriculture.
or
a
little
der in pulpit
esthetic
of last night,
pule in
there is something else. I er
find the tiny valley of the Wolverine
perimental shipments of maple, cane, this case both equipment and managefrere would make twenty-onhead of
poetry books about Its vanity and brev
should like to give you a little wed
ment are poor and the energy of the
cabins
which
nnd
the
decnying
prove
I take It
whether we look justly for years sorghum sirups, and extracted honey, bees is misdirected. Even of those
htdck for which
ding gift, since you honored me with
made
from
of
the
is for a couple to ity,
how
It
many
country
parts
impossible
of health and vigor, or are about to
011 are willing to pay."
the news of your approaching inrn-over
different mail routes, have who keep their bees In modern hires
live In three places at once. If you mount Into a bath
"I nln't got the money now," Marthy
chair, as a step to- shownmany
marriage. As an old neighbor, nnd
so fortunate as to meet Billy
the
be
should
possibilities of marketing of movable frames the vast majority
wards the henrse; la each and all of
ktnted, too apathetic to be either
one of j'iur most sincere admirers, who
do not get the full crop. By falling
these
take
she
by parcel post. A total
you
products
Louise,
might
through
these views and situations there Is but of 394
or placating. "You c'n fix up the would feel greatly honored hy your
to control swarming by providing inwere
to
over
and
out
trial
made
canon
the
her
shipments
you
point
one conclusion possible; that a man
pern t' suit yourself. I'll sign
sufficient room for storage or by lack
friendship, I should like to hnve you
654
distances
Is
a
that
she
much
It
cave.
nlso
miles,
averaging
possible
might
should stop his ears against paraly
yuh want."
accept this " He held something out
show you the washout which always
distance, it Is pointed out, than of proper care in winter their crop
"Hmm-niising terror and run the race that It greater are
f
yes! A note covering to Billy Louise nnd pulled open the
or more.
Ward
her
and
made
when
sirups
likely to be sent by mall. is often reduced
laugh
they set before him with a single mind."
he amount, with legal rate of Interest, door for instant escape. "Good night,
And
Of
It.
If
these
three
ride
showed
over
you
the
shipments
only
up
passed
MacDonald. I think It will
Miss
V'lll be quite satisfactory, Mrs. Meil-(;hill and along the upland nnd down
any material loss of contents because
I shall make a lump sum at the storm." Then he was gone, hurrying
Very Large Moy Family.
of seepage or leakage and this was due
another hill, you caunot fall to find the
HOW MANY FARMERS
a
of
Koing price for mixed stock. If you down the narrow path with long
Moy
Hee,
chop suey to
proprietor
entrance to the Cove ; and perhaps you
unusually rough handling.
Imve a blank note, I "
In St. Paul, recently rerestaurant
ARE
strides, his tall figure bent to the wind,
Tin Containers Used.
will like to ride down the gorge and
' l ou kin look in that desk over his coat (lapping around his lean legs.
turned from a seven months' sojourn
Two
were
little
Eden
hidden
of
see
the
tin
containers
there.
types
away
In China, relates an exchange, where
lliere," permitted Marthy. "If yuh don't
Billy Louise closed the door nnd her
Farmers'
purchasmouth nnd let down her She Went Straight to the Hay Corral And If you should meet them, give my he visited his aged mother and 275,000 found satisfactory for parcel post shipEnd nny there, there ain't none
ing and marketing associations
to
ments
Louise
of
and honey. Both
and
Ward
Billy
regards
sirups
and Stopped.
lifted eyelids. Standing with her back
nil
members
of
the
great
now number about 14,000 with
never calls himself a football relatives,
types have screw caps and are pro
Seaheck did not find nny blank notes. against the wall, she turned thnt some "And we know who's boss, and we're who
Moy family, at Sun Nlng In the provabout two million members and
these days.
vided with outer cartons of corrugated
He found an eloquent confusion of thing an envelope over twice, then all of us
ince
of
While
was
Canton.
he
there
do an annual business estimated
squlndiclously happy, because
board. The screw caps contain
(THE END.)
Jumbled letters and accounts and pa- tore off the end nnd pulled out the we're headed for home.
Moy's son was married and Moy en- paper
at one and
Aren't we,
billion doltertained 235 guests at a big hotel snugly fitting pieces of cork that cover
pers, and guessed that the owner had contents. It was the note she nnd Mar buckaroo?"
lars. On the basis of the value
in the cans when the screw
Air Clears Sewer Pipes.
the
Compressed
opening
done some hasty sorting and straightthere
for
three
thy had signed no longer than an hour
I
days, spending $5,000
of products handled the elevator
suppose so," Ward mumbled
Bradford, England, has n sewer five for entertninment.
From Inquiries caps are properly closed. As a protecening of his affairs. lie sighed, and ngo, and written large across the face douhtlngly, for a moment eyeing her
associations lead, followed In or
screw caps, squares of cor
to
tion
miles long with u drop of 70 feet in made at Sun Nlng, Moy learned
the
his blue eyes hardened for a minute. of It were the words: "Paid, Samuel sidelong.
that
der by fruit and produce organl- dlstnnce. The grade is not uniform. his 275,000 relutlves were not prop- rugated paper board are placed on top
Then Itllly Louise moved from the door Seabeck."
.... .i
i
i f
And
buckaroo!" Billy Louise As the sewage is loaded with
miiuiib, atiu iitruuieries uuu
of the cans beside the screw caps.
"The old darling!" said Billy Lou- reined sny. so
nnd went over to kneel comfortingly
educational
with
heavy,
faciliprovided
erly
could reach solid
thnt
she
close,
Such
flow was not what ties.
and
the
mutter,
packages
wrapped
properly
beside Marthy. and Sealieck looked at ise under her breath and went straight out and
were
While
of
them
many
pinch his arm a little bit. It should have been. The city did not
rethe two and sighed again, though his In to show It to Marthy.
wealthy, a large number could not af securely tied, marked "fragile" as
Soon as your leg Is all well, and you're
to
want
resort
to
because
of
no
were
He
pumping
a
stern.
the
eyes
ford
$12
year u child for educa- quired by the postal regulations for
longer
over the hookln cough, the
every
speck
One of the city en- tion. Moy hns undertaken to raise packages containing liquids, will carry
CHAPTER XVIII.
Community Kitchens Canned.
expense.
pill led n sheet of paper toward hltn
why you can be the boss !"
Community kitchens, where surplus
nnd wrote steadily in a prim, upright
gineers hit upon the Ideu of using com- the sum of $400,000 to build schools without danger of leakage in the mails.
"Cnn
I?"
All Right and Comfy.
air at a pressure of 80 pounds nnd employ teachers In thnt vicinity.
vegetables and fruits are canned unHigh Cost of Containers.
chirography that had never n flourish
"Honest, you can. I've" Billy Lou pressed
While the cost of containers Is high der
und discharging It at regular Inter- He collected some of the fund from
UK next morning Billy Louise ise
arrangements, were
anywhere, but carefully crossed t's and
had the grace to blush n little
present time, there are doubtless operated last year In Ohio, Pleasants,
rode up the creek at a long lope.
carefully dotted I's and punctuation
I've always thought I'd love to have vals Into the sewer. The plan wns car- rich Chinese members of the Moy fam at the cases
in which parcel post mar- Kenawha, Jefferson, and, to some exried out with
success. It has ily, nnd Moy Back Hln, Chinese consul many
and she pulled up at the stable
marks of beautiful exactness.
somebody bully me nnd boss me nnd been done for great
some time now with at I'ortland, Ore., contributed $25,000 keting would be desirable and economitent, In other counties of West Vir"You will pleace sign here. Mrs. and slid off Blue. She went straight
buse me. And I " Her lips twitched
out a recurrence of the difficulty.
to the fund.
cal, as sirups and extracted honey are ginia. The kitchens were supervised
Meilke," he said calmly, coming over to a corner of the hay corral mid
little. "I think you can qualify."
by the home demonstration agents of
Suggesto them with the sheet of paper laid stopped with her hands clutching the
good substitutes for sugar.
They came to the gate, nnd Billy
the extension division of the state
tions on obtaining customers and consmoothly upon a
Louise freed her hand from his clasp
top w ire.
Mid with Charlie's fountain pen in his
ducting business with them by parcel university.
"Ward Warren, for heaven's snlce, and dismounted, since It was a wire
In the city of Charleston, where a
post may be found In Farmers' Bulletin
ther hand. "And If Miss MacDonald what are you doing?" You couldn't gate and could not be
opened on horsekitchen was opened in July, the num922, "Parcel Post Business Methods."
will also sign, as an Indorser, I think have told from her tone that she had back. She closed It after him, looked
In order to retain customers, say the ber who brought products to be canI can safely do nway with any mortbeen crying, a mile back, from sheer to her cinch, tightened It a little, pnt-te- Norfolk Bids Fair to Break all Recoverflowing Just as they are in
specialists, it is necessary that only ned Increased from 56 women during
gage or other legal security."
anxiety, or that she "loved him to
Battler on the neck, caught the
ords at Her Present Rate
e
New business blocks are goproducts be shipped, as the the second week to several times that
Hilly Louise stood up anil gnre him pieces." She sounded ns if she did not horn with one hand and the
of Progress.
stirrup
ing up and the residence sections of principal Incentive to buying by parcel
number In a short time.
one look which Seaheck (lid not ap- love hltn nt all and was merely disgust- with the other, and went
like
up quite
the
are
extended far Into post is to obtain products of high
city
being
Supplementing the work of the
ed with his notions.
preciate, because he did not see It.
Ward
while
in
in
her
There is not a city
watched
man,
this country, the
Persons desiring further par Charleston kitchen are about 15 vooutlying districts. I venture to say
"I'd ruther give a mortgage." Marthy
"I'm trying to sink my loop on this tently.
perhaps none In the world, that is that in another decade Norfolk will quality.
ticulars In regard to shipping sirups lunteer women who, under the supersaid uneasily, sitting up suddenly and buzzard head of a horse," Ward re" 'In sooth. I know not why you are growing nt a more rapid rate than Nor" murmured Billy Louise, folk," remarked G. W. Sizer, manager come close to being the leading city In and extracted honey by parcel post vision of the home demonstration
looking from one to the other. "I don't torted glumly. "I've been trying for so
.'
the
Old
Dominion, both In population may apply to the bureau of markets. agent of Kanawaha county, established
want Hilly Louise to git tangled up In about un hour," he ndded, grinning a when she swung alongside in the trail. of one of the
leading hotels of that and Importance.''
United States department of
temporary field kltchena In the rural
my troubles. She's got plenty of her little at his own plight.
Wnrd caught her hand again and did city, at the Rnleigh, the Washington
own. iler maw's Just died, Mr.
communities, to which the women
"Well, it's a lucky thing for you he not let go; so they rode hand In hand Post states.
"The last census gave
The First Romanoff.
And I'll bet there was a hos- won't let you," Billy Louise Informed down the narrow
bring their surplus vegetables and
the population of Norfolk at less than
valley.
Care Makes Bees Efficient
e
fruits. '
him sternly, stooping to crawl under
Romanoff is the name of the. Ruspital 'n' doctor's bill blgger'n this
"I was wondering " he hesitated, 70,000. Today It la estimated that NorBecause of lack of attention fully
As a result of this effort, large quannote, to be paid. I don't want to the bottom wire. "You've got about as drawing In a corner of his Up, biting folk Is a city of 140,000, or more than sian Imperial dynasty regnant in the
Idle
much sense as " She did not say It, and letting It go. "Wllhemlnn, If double the size It was in 1910. Wash- male line from 1613 to 1730, and half the bees now kept In the United tities of food were conserved, much of
"Now, Marthy, you be still. I'm per- what. "Give me that rope. And yon old Lady Fortune takes a Motion to ington prides Itself on the tremendous thenceforward In the female line. Con- States are virtually useless to their which would otherwise have been
fectly willing to sign this note with take yourself and your crutches out give me nnother kick or two, Jast when growth attained In the last two or stant Intermarriages
with German owners and consequently beekeeping is wasted.
as unprofitable. Probsrou. If It will satisfy Mr. Seabeck, of the corral, Mr. Smarty. I Just had life looks so good to me "
I take considerable pride princely houses, however, have made often condemned
three
years.
In an average season for the
War Job fer Boys.
a hunch you couldn't be trusted to beI'm sure It's the very best we can do
"Why, we'll kick back Just as hard In the growth of Washington, for I the Romanoff strain of today more ably
Boys who want to help their nation
tr expect." Billy Louise, bless her have yourself."
as she does," threatened Billy Louise lived here many years, but the pro- German than Russian. Nay; the old United States aa a whole the surplus
honey obtained by good beekeepers win this war will devote their next
"Brave Buckaroo got lonesome," courageously. "Don't let happiness get
heart, was trying very hnrd to be grateportionate Increase in the population est ancestor of the house of Romanwill exceed 60 pounds to the school vacation to victory work on a
ful to Seabeck In spite of the slump Ward said, looking at her with eyes on your nerves, Wnrd."
of the national capital cannot compare ofL Andrew Kobyla, Is said to have scarcely
be bad suffered In her estimntlon.
alight, as he hobbled slowly toward
"If I wasn't crippled. It wouldn't. with that of Norfolk. Of course, both come to Moscow from Prussia (1341). colony. Assuming that 400 pounds Is farm, helping a farmer feed the fightthe average needed by a hive to main- ers. Get In touch today with the U. S.
"Well, I'll want your written word her. "You'll have to open the gate for But when a man's down and out, he
cities are
by war business. The name Romanoff was given to the
this Boys' working reserve, or your county
that yuh won't prosycute Charlie nor me, William. Rattler'll make a break thinks a lot. The last three days, I've Washington, helped
I presume, is the busiest family by the boyar Roman Yurle-vltc- tain Its existence during the year,
surplus represents then only agent, or your state agricultural
help nobody else prosycute hlra," stipu- for the open If he sees a crack as wide lived a whole lifetime, lady-girthe fifth of direct descent from
Every- city In the world, but Norfolk Is alof the nectar gathered by the
lated Miirthy, with sudden shrewdness. as your little finger."
Andrew, who succeeded In getting a
thing seems to be coming my way, all most next
"If tne'n Billy Louise signs this note,
female
member
of
bis
By then he was near enough to at once. And I'm afraid; what if I
on
filled
the
with
is
Bonds
family
ships.
"Hampton
we'll pay It; and we want some per- reach out an arm and pull her close to can't make good? If I can't make you
A sandy loam or an alluvial garden
Battleships are passing In and out throne of the czars by marrying hla
fection from you, fer Charlie."
him. "Oh, William girl, I'lff sure glad happy" he squeezed her fingers so every hour, and soldiers and sailors daughter to Ivan the Terrible.
In
soil Is best for potatoes.
"Hinmm-mI see!" He turned nnd to see you once more. I got scared. I that
Mlkhael
1613,
to
Louise
had
her
February,
resiFeodorvltcb
hotels
and
teeth
Billy
are filling the streets,
grit
went back to the littered desk and thought maybe I Just dreamed yon to keep from
interrupting him "or If dences of Norfolk. Only recently I Romanoff, a boy of seventeen, was
As a forerunner of corn no crop ex(wrote carefully again upon another were here ; so I tackled "
czar, grand duke and autocrat
to
should
!"
saw some 2,000 soldiers from New Zeahappen
anything
cels a legume such as alfalfa or clover,
Sheet of paper. "I think this will be
"You tackled more than you could
"You've got nerves, buckaroo. You've land parading through the streets of of all the Russlas in the Red square
'e e
With this accession to
quite satisfactory," he said, and hand- handle. Tou ought to know you mustn't been shut np there alone so long yon Norfolk. Many of them were not of Moscow.
The cauliflower hat strong likes and
soil adapted to field corn will
Any
led the paper to Marthy.
to
ride
Ward.
If
the
throne
What
of
he'd
the
Rattler,
or
see
all
distorted.
famous,
sent
try
We're going yonng. New Zealand already has
rather
things
dislikes la climate and soil, and that produce popcorn, although a
"Git my specs, Billy Louise orn pitch with you?"
to be happy, because we'll be together, close to 150,000 men to the front In
dynasty began a 304 years' makes It a little difficult to grow.
I be shelf over there," she said, and
sandy loam type Is preferred.
"In that case, I'd pile up, I reckon. and we've so much to do nnd so much France, and Belgium, out of a popu- misrule that let us hope has ended
the paper laboriously, her lips Say William, a broken J eg does take a to think of. Yon must realize, Ward, lation of 1.500,000, and Is still sending forever with the forced abdication of
A new clover, not previously thought
A good pasture, moderately grazed,
forming the letters of every word deuce of a time to get well. But all that we've got three places to take care
which should be an object lea- - Czar Nicholas, In March, 1917.
Vhich contained more than one syl- the same,' Til stop old Rattler, all right of, and you and me and poor old Mar- men,
keepa the soil moist, cool and protects to exist as far aa la known, la attractson to us.
lable. Marthy, remember, was a
I'd top anything rather than spend an- thy. She hasn't anybody. Ward, but
New Zealand wheat acreage la 98 It from the heat In summer and from ing a great deal of Interest at Iowa
"Business la booming In Norfolk as
State college.
the elements la winter.
born and bred.
other night In that jail."
us. And she's changed so got so old never before. The hotels are filled to per cent short.
12

Siiilii'iK returned lift it
liili'4 iiml
('.illy Louise, wlin whs watching frnin
I
III
Inlinn
tlir
liltli' null'
nl
wny, met
lis hi' was ciiinin
up In the house.
"Well, how had Is it. Mr. Si'iiliri'k?"
shi' iiski'il slm rply, just because slii'
fVII tin- - imperative need of fnrts slu'
wliu hud struggled so long in tin' quicksands of suspicion mill ilouliis iiml
fears iiml susticnsc.
"Iliiiiiiin linn Iiow hud Is It In tin'
liousi'?" hi' round', i'i. "'I'lii' ri'iil clime
litis hi'i'ii I'liiiiinliti'il there, II si'i'ins to
tin1. A few head of rnttlo, tin in- or li'ss.
flout rniiiil for inurli iigainsl Ihi' hro-ki'lii'iu t irf an old woman."
"till!"
Hilly Louise, her hands
clenched upon tlir gate, stared tip
wii eyed Into his fiiri". And tills was
the real Senlcck, whom she had known
Impersonally ull her life! This was
the real man of 111 m, wliiini she hud
never known; fi flaw less dliin:iind of n
soul hehiiiil those bright lilile eyes anil
that pointed. graying beard; poet, philosopher, gentleman to t In; liiine. "Oh
You saw that, too! And they're your
rattle that were stolen! lou say It
(h. you're you're "
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LESSON FOR MAY 5

Writer In New York Publication Comet
JESUS SETS NEW STANDARDS OF
to the Front With Words of
LIVING.
Great Wisdom.
The garden habit, once acquired, will
never leave you. Good soil and cultivation are the chief essentials. The
hack yard Is highly taxed property.
Why not make It pay for Itself In
pleasure and profit to you, especially
In these war times, when we need to
HER IMAGINATION.
conserve and utilize everything? We
are constantly calling for more parks,
more breathing spaces. In one congested city. Why not use thoRe we have?
This has been done with success In
Chicago and Baltimore. Let us do It
here.
Encourage your children to make a
little garden In your back yard. It will
prove safer than the streets and more
healthful than the movies. We need
more beauty, and here both use and
heauty may be combined, for In one
hack yard In tills city enough lettuce,
radishes and parsley were grown to
furnish the table for a whole summer,
and so combined with the plants and
flowers as to be harmonious In color.
Shrubs, trees and grass spray out
moisture Into the air. which diminishes
dryness and dust and renders the place
where they are more healthful. We
I
TbtKjoore
have neglected our back yards too
"Why does Daisy take off her wed' long. Shall we Improve them now?
ding ring whenever she sits down to Frances Peters, In New York Sun.
read a novel?"
"Because she enjoys reading one WELCOME YOUR NEW COMER
better If she can temporarily forget
that she's married."
Best Possible Method to Insure One's
Community Being Noted for Its
Seems 80.
Hospitable People.
A lot of people screech
About tree speech.
Do you want your community to be
Sometime! tree ipeech can be
noted for its hospitality? Then the
A bit too free.
best way to get such a name, Is to welcome each newcomer as an old friend,
His Antagonistic Attitude.
met after a long separation.
"My terms to guests without bagOf course you can't slop the newgage are cash in advance," snld the
landlord of the Petunia tavern. "You're comer on the shoulder, saying, "Hello
Jim. old boy, I'm glad to see you back."
a stranger and "
No, let us greet them In a different
"But I ha ha !" began the would-bway.
lodger.
Instead, let several families In the
"Yes, I'll bet you're an easy feller to
find out at
get acquainted with, and all tlmt, but Immediate neighborhood
I'm not making any new friends these which time the newcomer will arrive.
let each family decide on some
days and am pretty darn shy of the old Then
one or two dishes to contribute to the
ones."
strangers' first meal. When the hour
agreed on arrives, let each neighbor
THE LIMIT.
send or carry her dish to the newtoken of greetings and
comers, as
welcome Into the neighborhood.
In this way the strangers will feel
much more at home thnn if all the
neighbors had dressed in their best,
and stiffly called in the usual way.
If you don't believe It, Just try and
see. N. H. C, in The Progressive
Farmer.

L

e

Advice About Brick Houses.
From a constructive standpoint the
nonfireproof brick house Is very sim
ilar to the frame except that the out
side walls are of masonry and that the
floor framing In each story should be
carried on steel beams and columns so
that the inside supports may be as free
from shrinkage as the walls. In the
fireproof house floors and roof are of
tile or concrete and steel. It Is never
desirable to pluster directly on the InBiglee Bllklns Is the worst pessi- side of a brick wall. Lath' and plas
mist on earth.
ter should always be placed on fur
Littleton Think so?
ring strips so as to give an air space
Biglee Know It If his friends put between plaster and brick. All brick
him in the presidential chair he'd And work next the
ground. In chimneys
fault with the upholstering.
above roofs, parapet walls, dormers,
etc., should be laid in cement mortar.
Just as Hard.
The while I flounder deep In debt
Chemical Generator for Hot Water.
This thought has crossed my mind.
It has been shown that a certain
Soft oosl Is just as hard to set
As any other kind.
combination of salts brings about the
generation of heat. By applying this
More Like 1L
chemical phenomenon a- cheap and ef
"Was your wife angry when you got ficient warming bottle may be formed,
home so late last night?"
writes S. Leonard Rastln In the Popu"Angry? Why, she pelted me with lar Science Monthly.
flowers."
First of all, mix together sodium
"But bow did you get that black acetate and sodium hyposulphate In
eye?"
water, using one part of the former to
"Well, she neglected to take the nine parts of the latter salt. There
flowers out of the pots before she should be a sufficient quantity of Ihese
threw them."
materials to fill the earthenware bottle
three parts full. The vessel should now
Their Principal Use.
be loosely stoppered and placed either
'Top, what are ayes and noes for In hot water or in nn oven until the
In legislative bodies?"
salts have completely dissolved.
"With some of them, my child, they
For many hours after this the bottle
are first to scent jobs and then wink will radiate considerable heat. To renew the warmth-givinat them."
properties It Is
only necessary to give the bottle a
The Reason.
good' shaking.
"Do you know, I always feel sad at
Old Custom Kept Up.
weddings?"'
"Well, they are generally more or
"Ringing for Gofer" Is a unique custom confined to Newark parish church.
less of a
affair."
England.. It has lasted 300 years. It
la said that
In Those Dave.
wealthy merchant named
"How are you reeimg this morning?" Gofer lost himself In the woods which
then surrounded Newark, and, as he
asked Noah of Methuselah.
carried much money and the forest
"Pretty chipper."
was Infested with thieves, he was In
.; "You look chipper."
"Yea, I'm feeling like a
danger of his life Suddenly he beard
the bells of Newark, and was guided
home by their music. To commemorate his escape, he left a goodly sum to
His Delusion.
' She-- What an atrocious necktie I I the church on condition that the
wouldn't trust yon to select anything,
ring for "Oofer" every year on
yoa hate to little taste.
Sunday nights In October and NovemHe (chuckling) You forget that I ber.
elected you, my dear. '
She You think you did, but you
Personally Conducted Public'ty.
"I make It a rule not to read what
didn't really.
the newspapers aay about me," re
Hew About It? .," .
marked Senator Sorghum.
He Darling, you're looking prettier
"But some of the things are compl' '
every day.
imentary."
She Then why do you want to mar"I don't have to read those. A
ry me so soon. Why not wait, If that' rule' such articles are prepared and
sent out under my own dl recti pn."
the case.
'
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I.EBBON TEXT Mark 10:1-3GOLDEN TEXT Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and His righteousness; and
all these things shall be added unto you.
-- Matthew 6:33.
DEVOTIONAL
READING Epheslans
1:10-2-

WhfcWell Dress

KITCHEN
CABINET

Lesson
(By REV. P.
Teacher of
Moody Bible
(Copyright, 1(11,

GARDEN HABIT ALWAYS GOOD

Jl

THE

StlMSdOOL

We should be keerful how
luxuries. It Is but a step forward from hoe cake to plum puddln',
but It's a mile and a half by the nearest road when we have to go back
again. Josh Billings.
A FEW PRETTY SALAD8.

The combination of light green found
in the cucumber, and the rlclt red of the
ripe tomato makes

a snlud most allurSmall tomaing.
toes 'may be peeled
and cut In the form
of n tulip with a
bit of yellow may-

ADDITIONAL
FOU
MATERIAL
TEACHERS Genesis 1:27: 2:18-2Exodus
w:z-i- j;
19:16-3Luke 18:
Matthew 18:1-1PRIMARY TOPIC-Jes- us
and the chll- -'
dren.
LESSON MATERIAL Mark 10:13-1MEMORY VERSE-8u- ner
the little
rhlldren to come unto Me, and forbid
them not. -- Mark 10:14.
JUNIOR TOPIC-H- ow
God would have
us live.
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL Exodus 20
M7; Leviticus 19:11-1Matthew 2J:34-4-

onnaise for the center ; placed on head
lettuce, they look

'I'W,'-

Virbmeri lihll

prepared on short notice. Canned
soups are another available dish. A
white sauce with fish, flesh or fowl or
almost any vegetable, cold cooked
eggs or macaroni will make a good
main dish.
An omelet Is always welcome and
the housewife who keeps herself well
supplied with eggs need not worry If
she knows how to prepure a fluffy,
tasty omelet.
A half a cupful of rice may be
browned In a little butter, then watet
added to cook It, and when tender stir
In two or three eggs with a little milk
or crenm with seasonings. This win
taste like scrambled eggs with use of
half the number.
For dessert one may always call
upon the preserve closet, and with n
cracker or small sponge cake or piece
of fruit cake with a hot drink, the dessert Is easy. If a stale cake Is In
one's possession, steam it and make a
sauce of a cupful of sugar, two
of flour well blended, and
Just enough boiling water to conk the
mixture until smooth, then add a nice
lump of butter, o grating of nutmeg,
and a tablespoonful or two of good
vinegar, with a pinch of salt. Serve
the sauce hot us well as the steamed
cake.
Another quick dessert Is called
"Fifteen Minute ruddlng," and Is one
every housewife should know how to
prepare. Tuke n cupful of flour, siftif ill of baking powed with a teusp
der, a little salt and n cup of milk.
I'ut Into greased cups with a layer of
any Juicy fruit like cherries In between the spoonfuls of batter. Steam
l.r) minutes In a dish of boiling water.
Serve with cream.

'

like a flower.
A pretty way to serve cucumber Is
to peel It, then pare In rounds as one
does an apple, keeping the pieces as
I. Regarding Marriage (vv.
The question touching divorce, which long as possible. Wind In rose shape,
the Pharisees temptingly put to Christ, place a spoonful of mayonnaise In the
brought forth teaching which exhibits center and If placed on lettuce or a
slice of tomato will prove both pleasmarriage In Its true light.
1. Should not be defended by diing to the eye and the pulate.
vorce (vv.
Chopped cucumber with onion used
Divorce was not Institute! by God. as a filling for tomato cups, the filling
mixed with n good boiled dressing or
The marringe relationship Is Indissoluble. Moses suffered divorce, lim any kind of oil dressing, Is another
ited and regulated it. Its existence, good combination we,U liked.
Green Pepper With Cheese. Cut
its practice, Is indicative of the coarseness and perverseness of man. Sin Is green peppers In halves, removing the
seeds and- - white pulp, then fill with
Its real cause.
2. Marriage Is God's primal law (vv. highly seasoned crenm cheese which
lias been softened with cream; a few
The Ideal law of life for the sub- chopped chives may be added. The
jects of the kingdom of tnurrlage. This peppers are set away to chill, and
Is proven by the fundamental fact of when ready to serve cut them In slices.
The slice will hove a ring of the pretty
sex. The union of the male and
natures Is physical, mental and green or red of the pepper around the
spiritual. In marriage, the male and cheese.
Tomato and Pineapple Salad. reel
femnle natures are mutally compleOh! that m)ne eyes might clused be
To what concerns me not to see;
mented. God's Intention Is that man shapely small tomatoes and cut In
That deafness might possess mine ear
nt
the
it
together
should not be without the woman, nor eighths, keeping
To
what concerns me not to hear;
the woman without the man (1 Cor. blossom end. Open out like a flower That truth my tongue may always
tie
and fill the center with chopped pine11 :11).
From ever speaking foolishly.
Thos.
Elmwood.
a
with
dot
and
and
8. Remarriage of the divorcer Is apple
celery
spoonful of yellow miiyonnulse Just beadultery (vv.
SAVORY, SATISFYING DISHES.
The marriage relationship can only fore serving. Slices of radish with
be broken by death and sin. In vIpw slices of onion of the same size In
The conscientious housewife who Is
of the fact that marriage Is for life, overlapping slices make a pretty garmen and women should not enter this nish for a plnln lettuce or head let- trying to fulfill the requirements of
her food pledge Is often
relationship without very serious con- tuce salad.
much puzzled to plan a
Head Lettuce With Peanuts. Take
sideration.
Divorce for other than
meal.
marital Infidelity does not give the a half cupful of nice fresh peanuts,
Soup. Peel and
crushed
Spring
until
the
with
roll
pin
rolling
to
right
remarry.
thinly slice one onion
like crumbs. Sprinkle these over head
II. Regarding Children (vv.
and cook In a tablespoondressed, with a
The union of the male and female lettuce that
ful of butter for five minwith
natures, according to God's purpose, highly seasoned French dressing
utes, stirring constantly,
It.
to
added
of
onion
a
tablespoonful
lays the foundation for family life.
then add our cupfuls of
The Issue of such union is children.
chicken broth, with one cupful of stale
She dresBes aye sae clean and neat,
of
In connection with the divine law
Balth decent and genteel.
bread crumbs. Krlng to the boiling point
And then there's something In her gait
marriage. It Is fitting that Jesus should
and let simmer 4.r ml miles, then rub
look weel.
dress
Makes
ony
set forth his estimate of children and
Burns.
through a sieve and add a cupful of
Interest In them. The disciples conmilk. Melt two tableKpoonfiils of butsidered It beneath the. dignity of the
GOOD THINGS TO TRY.
ter, add two of flour and stir until well
Muster to spend time with the chilblended, then pour nn gradually while
dren. Those who think It beneath
Pastry may he made by using barley stirring constantly the boiling hot
their dignity to give attention to chil- flour
without any wheat flour. Pro- stock. Add a cupful of thin cream or
dren should ponder well the 'words
ceed as with any a hen ten egg with a cupful of milk.
of Jesus. This will give the disciples
The mix- Season well with suit and pepper and
pastry.
proper consideration for work among
ture will he a lit- - serve piping hot.
children, and also to the nurture anil k..
tie more difficult
EL
Oatmeal Scrapple. Hull two pounds
discipline of their own children.
to hnndle' lmt 11 of flank steak until tender, put It
Christian men and women will regard
makes very good through a meat grinder. To the liquor
children as the property of the Lord,
Poetry. Baking of the beef add a pint of oatmeal, boll
will
a
esteem
It
and
high and holy iLgtSaJ.JgjJr-- J powder biscuit may for half an hour, then mix with the
Due
lilm.
privilege to trnln them for
also he made, us- meat, season with pepper and salt,
attention to Christ's teaching regarding barley flour and mold In a bread pan. Fry the
ing children would transform the home exclusively, with a little larger propor- slices In hot fat until deep brown.
life of society.tion of baking powder.
Prune Ice Cream. Sonk a cupful of
III. Regarding Riches (vv.
Molasses Cookies. Tuke a
prunes In water to cover overnight.
1. The young ruler's question (v. 17).
each of sugar, molasses and vege- Cook In the same water until tender,
This question reveals a void In his table fat, melt and mix together; cool;
stones and put the pulp
heart. He was a young man with a add one cupful of sour or butter milk, remove the
through a strainer. Add a cupful of
The Savior's af one and
lovable character.
s
of
flour,
cupfuls
of lemon
fections were enraptured by him. He one cupful of barley flour, a teaspoon-fu- l sugar, a four tablespoonfuls
Juice,
pinch of salt, and 1U cupfuls
wns moral, honest, earnest and coureach of soda, baking powder, gin of cream. Freeze and serve garnished
ageous. He had a wrong conception ger, allspice, cloves and salt. Mix well
nut meats. The Juice of two
of eternal life. He thought that eter- and set In the Ice box until stiff and with
be used In place of the
nal life could be obtained by good cold. Roll out quickly and cut before oranges may
a
works. Though he claimed to have the mixture becomes too soft to handle, lemons, mnking pleasing variety.
Sardines. Melt four tableCreamed
of
was
he
conscious
the
law,
kept
Camp Pudding. Put a pint of stale
of butter, add
of
something lacking. He wns willing to bread crumbs with a pint of milk in a aspoonfulsof soft
bread crumbs, add one
cupful
fill
was
to
which
do something
up that
saucepan to soak for half on hour; add cupful of crenm and bring to the boillacking; therefore he came to Jesus
of honey, one egg well
ing point ; add one box of sardines, two
making Inquiry as to that lack.
beaten, a few gratings of nutmeg; mix cooked eggs finely chopped,
f
2. Jesiis' reply (vv. 18, 19). .
well and bake until the pudding Is set
He knew the young man's heart, and In the center. Serve hot with honey teaspoonful of salt, a few dashes of
paprika. Iteheat and serve on narrow
put his finger on the wenk spot. When or maple sirup.
strips of buttered toast.
it came to parting with his possesOatmeal Sweetbits. Cream one cupIoughnnts thut have become dry
sions in order to help his neighbor he ful of sugar with a teaKpoonful of fat;
may be dipped In cold water and reparted with the Lord, going away sor- add the yolks of two eggs well beaten, heated In the oven, making them quite
rowful. This revealed the foct that two and
cupfuls of rolled oats
he wns a covetous man,' a violator of mixed with two teaspoonfuls of baking palatable.
the tenth commandment.
powder, and when well blended fold
3. Lacking one thing and yet Inst In the
whites of the eggs
(vv. 21, 22).
with a tenspoonful of vanilla. Drop on
When the Lord pointed but to lilm a baking sheet with a teaspoon and
Strange Fate of a Clock.
that the defect In his life was the love bake In a slow oven, allowing plenty of
The Germans have tried many unof his money, he- was unwilling to pay room for the cakes to spread.
successful expedients to catch prothe price. When the time came In
s
Potato Coffee Cake. Take two
and force him
his life to choose between eternal life
of flour, two tablespoonfuls of fat, gressive Father Time
back Into his medieval trappings,
and riches, he chose wealth and partd
of a cupful of sugar, a
to be still In fash-Ioed company wltti Christ; perhaps, forof salt, a fourth of a cupful which they believe
ever.
of skim milk, a half yeast cake and
When the picturesque old church at
4. The peril of riches (vv.
cinnamon or grated lemon peel for flaThe difficulty does not. He In the fact voring. Melted fat and sugar with a Etrelllers fell before the enemy's arthe symthat man possesses riches, for a man few chopped nuts may be usd to spread tillery, though the shell ofwas
absobolically sacred structure
may possess great riches and still be over the top Just before baking.
lutely ruined, the clock escaped dean belr of the kingdom. Wealth Is a
struction.
SHORT NOTICE DISHES.
mighty power. In Itself It Is good.
Now It forms the front wall of a
It will provide, bread: for the widow
The housewife who Is at all eff- British Tommy's hut which Is perchand orphan, amelioration for the sufed In front of the sheltering pile of
fering, and send the Gospel of Christ icient, fry to have something that may
be. .drawn upon for debris. Time is with the Allies. PopThe
to the ends of the earth.
an emergency ular Science Monthly.
step from possessing riches to trustwhen the unexpectI
one.
a
short
The
them
In
very
.
ing
8eek Happiness From Within.
ed guest or "three
tendency of growing wealth Is to deLook Inwards ! for you have a lastwere Invited here
life
be
nobler
soul.
off
the
Many
stroy
come ' nine,, which ing fountain of happiness at home
of the most, useful men in ancient and
will sometimes hap- that will always bubble up If you will
modern times have been men of
pen In the best reg- but dig for It. Marcus Aurelius.
wealth ; but they, like Abraham, chose
ulated
neighbor- to live In tents, looking to' the heav
. hoods..
A cream
Inquisitive People.
hath
foundations.'
As
which
enly city
Inquisitive people are the funnels of
soup with crackers or crotons will
long a a man possesses riches he is make
a good beginning for any meal conversation; they do not take anysafe, but as soon as 'riches possess the
after breakfast or If broth of any kind thing for their own use, but merely to
man be Is In deadly perl!.
Is at band a variety of soups may be pass It to another. Steele.
Life for Dally Wear!
' Ancient "Cathay."
Th life hid With Christ In God" Is
Ignorance, Oh, Bliss!
life meant for dally wear. It Is
A young clerk was called before the
was an old name of China by
Cathay
to
in
out
be lived
mesne) it la made,
which, tbat country was known to Eu- manager to explain why he was doing
, '
11
during the middle aiges. The his work carelessly. "Mr. Jones," said
ropeans
ness, "at all times and In all places."
British Encyclopedia says: "Cathay Is the manager, "of late your work has
Everywhere and always this Contact
Just as he
la to bear fruit Bishop of Durham, divided from Khltai, the name which been very perfunctory."
was properly that of the kingdom es- was going to ask for an explanation
Hew 0e4 Works. . "J
tablished. .ty the Kbltan' conquer- the young'clerk broke In : "Mr. Smith,
I remember flmt God; has at at) ors .In the. northern province - of I've been working here for three months
times worked' rby .wisas' and" .small China - about A. D. 907 and was sub- now, and though I have tried my best,
means. All history shows this to be sequently applied to ' the whole of that's the first bit of praise I hare
his mMe, and so believe If be will China."
Khttaf is still the Russian received since Tve been here. Thank
be may work by
China.
,
for
.
you." New Tork Sun,
).

d
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BEING

CORRECTLY SUITED.

The vagaries of spring stilts are
many as suits go. Heretofore it has
been left to afternoon and other
dresses to give us unlimited variety to
choose from while the tailored suit
appeared true to form, In a few very
well defined styles. This season the
tailored suit Is Indulging many fancies of Its own. There are suits with
very short coats, suits with Eton Joek-etmany suits with waistcoats and a
In coats.
good many eccentricities
Skirts are nearly always plain, but a
few exceptions to this rule appeur In
skirts to be worn with coats that are
high at the back an echo of the
bustle dress of Inst winter.
With this variety In styles to choose
from, It becomes easy to be correctly
and becomingly suited. The waistcoat,
which Is the most Interesting feature
In the new suit styles, Is made In as
many ways as suits themselves and Is
becoming to almost everybody, but If
it proves unbecoming or unpractical
we can center attention on other new
features In the styles, bb the uneven
length of coats at the bottom and the
abundance of braid trimming.
Two very conservative suits slmwn
In the picture will appeal to the woman whose taste cannot be diverted
from plain and practical ideas in tailored clothes. At the right there Is
blue serge which we have always
with us, whatever else may come and
go trimmed with silk brnld and buttons. The coat Is longer in the front

Oilier features of the new styles,
that can be gathered from any representative showing, reveal that high
shoes continue to be very high as compared to high shoes of a few seasons
ago. The fact that skirts have been
lengthened a little has niude no difference. The very high shoe Is more trim
than the moderately high shoe and
more practical. The uppers In these
shoes are of cloth Just as often as of
kid.
As fine kid Is not the sort of;
leather that Is needed In the army;
there Is no reason why the very high
shoe should not be worn with a clear
conscience. But cloth tops are Just as
attractive und Just as desirable as the
kid and maybe a little easier to keep
clean.
Oxfords and slippers will divide
honors with high shoes for street and
sports wear this summer. In all of
them toes are somewhat pointed but
not to the length of discomfort. Considerable decoration in perforations
appeals on all styles of shoes as may
be gathered from the group pictured
here which includes a high walking
shoe, oxfords and a dress slipper. The
high shoes are In blnck kid with common-sense
Cuban heel. Wherever a
seam Is required for Joining the different parts of the shoe, there perforations occur. And the toes have a
small pattern that Is purely decorative.
The oxfords are In tan leather, finished In much the same way as the

half-cupf-

three-fourth-

'

half-cupf-

one-hal-

one-ha- lf

well-beate- n

enp-ful-

one-thir-

i

SUMMER

STYLES IN 8HOE8.

and sides than at the hack, being rut
with a point In front and at each side
In deference to present-dastyle. The
suit at the left has only one feature
that distinguishes It as distinctly of
this season, and that Is the manner In
which It Is left open at the front
to the waistline. It is of beige gaberdine and has a military suggestion In
Its pockets with flap and belt fastened
with a small buckle. It will be noticed
that collars on the new suits are usually high in the back and this one follows this rule. Below there Is a small
sketch of a Jersey suit with a real
waistcoat which leads to the confession that there is much camouflage lo
this matter of waistcoats they art
usually merely front and nothing more.
Just a glance over the displays ot
footwear for summer brings home the
fact that women have taken more than
kindly to colored shoes. In fact It appears that color In footwear promlsei
to become a permanent thing, as In
gloves and that the same colors are
to be used. Many shades of tan and
gray, often In combination with white,
russet and white shoes. If counted
would sum up as many pairs as there
are In black shoes.

hoots und the slippers are In
black and gray very smart for wear
with afternoon frocks and light snm-mdresses.
high

2
New Linens,
The new linens for household use
show a great deal more lace
trimming
thnn has been the fashion In some
time, and the favored lace seems to be
filet. Handsome towels of linen damask have strips of filet above the hem
and above the filet a delicate hand
embroidered
Tea cloths
pattern.
show a filet edge with a line of hemstitching an inch above, and a filet
square In one corner with hand embroidery trailing about It An Interesting card table cover Is of white linen with a filet border and filet squares
at each corner showing the card symbols heart, diamond, club and spade
each worked delicately Into the filet
mesh. Lovely dresser sets have filet
trimming In butterfly pattern, and to
match these there are guestroom towels trimmed with the butterfly filet

.

A Theory. .
Sure Proof. .
"That rich old .fellow hasn't the
"So you think that long hair make
a man look Interesting and Impres
lightest suspicion his young, wtfe
him."
sive?"
"How. do you know he doesn't?"
"Yea," replied Ms Cayenne. "I sus
"Because I've seen him eat her mince pect that hair was provided by nature
' '
-;;
to divert attention from the fact that
pie..
t man Is bonehead."
"
Ne Plumbing There.
The Piumberr-- J believe that well
Formerly a Bank "lerfc. .
all ' follow : the same vocation In tb
Customer I like this piece of
next world as we do In this. "
checked goods, but .are you rare the
e
The
I ' What use colors won't fun?
wIH
Clerk Madam,- - this Is a certified
be, for men of your Vocation Where there isnVajijsjiterX.,.
de-tes-

j

'

-

Junlor-'-Norisens-
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A Trim Figure.
The girl who Is not necessarily stout,
girdle-tobut who delights In the low-ccorsets, will find the following hint
a saving on brassieres. She can sew
Into the top of her corset
piece of
stout linen lace torchon or Imitation
cluny will answer. It should be darted as close as possible and
casing
allowed for tape or ribbon at the top
if the lace Is not open enough of Itself.
When this addition to the corset Is
drawn np tightly It acts as a bust support and Insures against the showing

of the corset line, so ugly under thin
blouses and frocks.

p

Detachable Collars on Coats.
Navy serge and black and white
checked worsteds are popular fabrics
in the development of spring coats for
children. And for girls six years or
less detachable collars ot embdoldered
heavy linen or white pique are nearly
The ' wis mother
always featured.
neither minimises nor exaggerates the
Importance of having her small daughters correctly dressed.
,

.
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Mr. Sales and Mr. Pidgeon. of
itav for Montana.

I

general's office left Fri- A. M. Rergiere has returned from
Camp Kearny, California, where he
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Nebuchadnezzar had t.i cat grasi
Hooverism really new?
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Secretary of State Antonio Luce
a patriotic address in
Mrs- W. F. Lindsey, first lady of
county Tuesday night in the state was the honor guest at
third
of
of
the
sale
the
several social functions while in
Attorney and Mrs. Julin J. Kenney behalf
Loan.
are rejocing over the arrival of a
last week.

rado is here
court business-

this, week

on

federal

delivered
rj,
Koy, Mnra

y

Idle

son Tuesday-

i
Charles, assistant .t.ite
P. T. Wilkins, of Roswetl, who
O- Marden and J. II. Cad-,rlwas servine on the federal grand
the state engineer's office jury, returned to his home the lat
'
for
and ter
I,'..
Mrs. i i k !i Williams this week.
part of last week
M
late highway business.
who
N.
of
Vv'ie!,
Oeate.
Mrs.
wis
Miss Mari.im Cartwright. of Cerri
V.
U
Mrs. II.
Kre visiting l,er
Trowbridge, rector in" llos, banished schnoh worries for a
SPiowman has returned to her t'i-- ' lmn.li of the Holy Faith, atu-mlfew hours and spent the week-en- d
ion of the Kpiicopal with relatives in the city.
i .in
!m,.-,- '
of New Mexico which w.is
in A!lnniii'.Miie the first of thii
Tirrnird Spitz who was called here
Attorney M. C- Spiccr, of Socorro,
sbotit ten days a,'0 by the death of week
was in the city two or three days
his mother returned Wednesday to
the week on business before
T. Dimlavy, executive scc-- ! during
the Supreme and Federal courts.
Camp 1'ike, Arkansas.
rct.it y for the Food Administration
New Mexico, lias resigned and
Prof K. Standley Seder, of the UMiss Ruth Safford of the Foresentire, time to legal try office returned this week from
riversity of New Mexico, came up l nsiiic-devoteHf his
n
will return from
a visit to her brother Capt- Ed. SafTuesday to participate in the recital
at the New Museum Tuesday liiierque the latter p irt of this week. ford and his family at Camp Kearny,
Calif.
r!ght.
Why arc the war scenes anil the
e
R H. lfanna and Mi- - trauedici in the movie.-Chief Justi-Don P. Johnston, assistant district
applaud
Stewart have been appoint
Winn hey arc horrible enough to forester with headquarters at Albuf r H
i'A tn. n'.l'cr.-- .
if the exempt ion hoard in. ike MroiiH men weep?
Wc cannot querque was a visitor in the city
l).trii-- Xo. 1. succeeding IS. C account for it unless that the silly doling the week on forestry busirernandez and Felix Ciarcia who i nu nt in the audience controls ness.
the more intelligent portion of it.
ve resigned.
Mrs. J. L. Seligtnan and daughter
Miss P.eatrice Selipman will attend
held Monday afternoon at (he High
HIGH SCHOOL TRACK MEET
of Midshipman Morthe
"liool i' i m pu s under the direction ton graduation at Annapolis,
WON BY LOWER CLASSMEN
Md., carlv
Seligtnan
ch liurton.
I'o.
c
in June.
OF CITY HIGH SCHOOL
'I'Uc So hon.ore-l'- i
eslimt n defeated
Vic Culberson, of Silver City, preby a score of .19
The h it'll c hnol ,prm frrW meet tlic
.'m.
!' Ilowing is the schedule of sident of the New Mexico Cattle
to
1'ini
r
team
aioi
'tweep
- and Horse Growers' association, was
S v hen
htnei te.mi was
its :
a business visitor in Santa Fe a' few
Erents
First, S pt.
Second, 3 ptt.
Third, 2 pti- davs this weekI X)
f 'antelou
Law;
tStaplin
yard dash
Good progress is being made by
(time 12 seconds)
Cintelou
Smith Contractor Kenney. who is moving
tMartme.."ihotput
(be City Hall from its former loca(distance 30 feet)
new one, opposite the
Laws
IIerrcr
Half mile run
JStaplin tion to the Hotel.
De Vargas
(time 2:37)
v".intelou
tl.ovcland
Rii;::;;ng high jump
fSpears
Mic
service lias stupncil
(distance 4 ft 8 in.)
fnr-i-MO yard run
Cantcl
Yates many thousands of hardy young
tllcrrcra
trees to this city to be used in
(time SO seconds)
the top of
Laws an attempt to
tl.ovl.md
JStapliu
Knniiing broad jump
Mt. Iialdy northeast of the city.
(distance 16 ft. 6- in.)
2X' yard run
H'antdoit
Law;
George i.oiigce, chief clerk ci t!
(time 12 seconds)
s ;i'e denai Intent
of education b ft
tUc.rci.i
'
He. re!...-.ims;mith 1 ttrsdav for Fort Sumner to
tl.oi
address at the
RWhiMirr (''' rottiiVi liccment
4:21s)
tStaplin
-school :in iL.l
iii.ii I... this even- La
j Spears
ing.
Inrlividii.il poirt i Sophr inorc-FrP'.int s Senior Juniors
men :
Elmer E. Veeder. of Las Vegas,
eurotitc to Albuquerque came up
21
I (J
Canteloa
Lou laud
from l.amv for a brief visit in the
11
Laws
J
Staplin
capital city this week and to take
2
8
Smith
Herrcra
another look at the Governor's
2
5
Martinez
Yates
Mansion
2
Spcam
36
S
Total
Dr. A- Davis, Phil Jaegers and M.
Relay team
G. Montoya. members of the exemps
io.-39
Total
tion hoard in Sandoval county were
in the city Thursday conferring with
Juniors
Captain R. C, Reid, federal disburstSophomorcj
fFreshmen
ing officer.
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Santa Fe Red Croc

.

New Museum building;; open
every afternoon 2 to 4:30 p. m.
Sewing, Knitting, Gauze Work.
Tuesday Evening Open from
7 :30 to 10 p. m.
There is work for everyone.
All art welcome, and urged to
come.

l.
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SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

-

RED CROSS

Luna

Judge Lorin C. Collins has gone to
Denver to visit his family who hare
been in the Colorado city for several months.

here

NEW MEXICO

Chaves County R. C. Not
Following are the recent donations
received by the Roswell chapter: T.
J. Ray $1,001 Mrs- Carrigan $1.00
Society,
Presbyterian Missionary
monthly donation $2.00,. Mrs. C. D.
F.
C.
Joyce, life
Dilley $400, Mrs.
membership $50.00. Pupils of the L.
F. D. School $25.00, Mrs- Frank Pru
'
Miss Mae Kelly $1.00, Miss Do You IfnowT
$20.00.
The man who makes love to three
Delia Ramsey A'A lbs. tinfoil and Mr
women the same evening and don t
Mitchell a bag of tinfoil- know which one he likes the best.
The men who tries to be nice and
At Magdalena
Mrs- Miller, chairman of the finan- don't know how.
The man who is so popular that
ce committee, was called upon refor the local women volunteer te chapreon him.
cently to raise money
chapter at once. A waffle feast was The man who prefers to dance
given and the receipts were $78.00. with a certain brunette.
The man who falls for every new
while a lecture netted $275.00women and girl and want the last
dance.
Successful Dinner
The ministerial looking man who
The member of the local chapter
room
new
store
chews pjum all eveningin the Armstrong's
The man who recently arrived
at Kstanria
gave a successful dinner
....
1,n and is
i
..M.J
already considered a mighty
1UI)' aM"
good fellow.
Tlie man who always losses his
A large boc of clo''iing was shipcad every time a woman condesend.s
ped last week to the liclgium Relief in emit and sneak to him.
The man who feels exceedingly
committee
sorry for some women.
County R. C. Note.
Qur
The enterlainment and pie supper High School Dance
One of the most delightful social
criven
recently at tne i,enierviue
held Hnrini? the oresent sea
school house in Kara Visa brought
over $66.00, which was turned over son in the Library hall was the dan ce given by the Santa Fe High School
to the Red Cross.
A dance given last week for the students the latter part of last week.
benefit of the organization at the With a few exceptions the crowd
was made up ot young peopie. n
Bank Hall cleared $46.00.
was a real treat and privilege for
The Carlsbad Ladies
those who wiere invited to join the
Of the local chapter presented each merry party and dance the hours
of the 24 boys who left recently for away to the lively music of Miss
orchestra. About
Camp Funston, Kansas, with knit- Gerish's
ted sweaters and comfort packs, the refreshments were served by several
latter containing tooth brush and high school young ladies. Santa
talcum Fcaus can feel proud of the coterie
paste, soap, handkerchiefs,
powder, shavincr cream, bath towel. of young people in the capital city.
wash rag, deck of cards and chewing

Army Nurses Needed
"This is woman's war as well as
man's." IJetween now and June 1st,
the fourteen divisions of the Amen
can Red Cross must enroll SIWi
nurses to met the requirements ot
Surgeon General Gorgas. To acorn
plish this task the division directors
appeal to the public and physicians
nurses to ...make
it pos
employing
. . , n ra..al
', .
a 1.
...:.l. .
i
readi- in
themselves
to
hold
sacrifice,
ness to respond to the call of their
country. The estimate need of the
Red Cross for the first year is 35,000
nurses.
C

I

Surgical Dressings Completed
The order of surgical dressings for
the Camp Furlong hospital has been
completed and the ladies of Columbus will now begin work on an order
of 6,000 NXsVi surgical bandages as
soon as the new order of gauze arThis order of surgical dressrivesings will go to France.

-
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Cliickent and Red Cross
The hen and chicks which v.crc
donated to the Colfax county chapInspiring Patriotism
ter of theh'ed Cross by Mrs A. Melo- giumThe celebration at the park in Aldic to be disposed of for the benefit Benefit dance
buquerque the latter part of last
of the organization, realized the sum
of
citizens
The
week when the service flag preof $61.75. which is now' in the Red
Holland, Union county, demonstrat- sented to the Liberty Loan committee
Cross treasury.
ed their intense loyalty for the Red by
McAdoo was raised
Cross by giving a dance recently. and Secretary
school children led in a
2,500
Patriotic School Children
cake were served dur- - natriotic song, was a scene that
There is no l;.ck of patriotism in Coffeethe and
evening and after Payingimovcj tne vast crowd of people pre- ing
the schools of Portales. It will be for
the muic $35.00 was turned over sent to a new realization of the
of inlerot perhaps to the public
Five new mem- ideals of patriotism.
to know that the children of the to the organization.
added to thc memlower grades alone have made about bers werelist.also
bership
41 pillows, 3 sun35,000
Woman's Club Active
and
shine guilts, 21 handkerchiefs
At a regular meeting of the Wom500
and
Bridge
Party
an's club of Socorro, held recently
many other things. Every child in
local
of
members
the
The
chapter
were perfected for the
school ii a member of the Red Cross. at
Doming gave a bridge and 500 arrangements
a drinking
in that city purchasing! and placing of
the
at
Armory
party
R.
C, Notes
in the city park- - The
Roosevelt County
a success social- fountain
which
was
recently,
the
benches
The entertainment given by
The twelve
recently purly and financially- The receipts for chased
Merry Maid Company at the Ccy in
by the organization have
coat of
Toi t.ilts lat week was ipiit a suc- - thcI afternoon1 were $17.50.
an
attractive
been
given
ross rooms are very
he Red
t
rt...
..,l.;..1,
green paint and placed about the
for
making
surgical
dressing;
was turned over to the local l'l,sy.
for thc park.
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Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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Mrs, Lindsay Honored
St. Vincent's academy was the
r.cene of a memorable literary event
last week.
Griffith, the dramatic
reader, whose renown in this country and Europe makes it entirely
superfluous to designate him as G
?: W. Griffith,
but is known like
t!;e great poet whose dramas lie
intcrpicts by his last name only.
As is his custom,
.vas the program.
Griffith gave a Shakespearean drama
with the ability of an entire theatrical company. By special invitation from the Sister Superior, Mrs.
Lindsev. wife of the governor: Mrs- Alfred Grunsfeld district chairman of
the state woman's committee of the
defense council, and Mrs. Danburg
of the Woman's Committee of the
food administration were the honor
guests.
A beautiful courtesy to the first
lady of the state was the stately
reception when Mrs. Lindsey and
her party arrived. It was the gloaming hour when a new moon and
baby stars were beginning to peep
over the convent roof through the
trees of the lawn to idealize the
picture when the ladies alighted from
Mrs. Grunsfeld's car- - The girls of
the convent boarding school, dressed
in their white gowns, formed two
rows of living flowers', reaching
from the broad gateway to and up
the steps of the entrance. At the
gate stood Sister Louis Bertrand, to
extend a gracious welcome to St.
Vincent's. The guests were saluted
by the girls as they passed to the
doorway. Here, a tiny little lady of
perhaps five summers, and no winters at all, stepped before Mrs- Lindsey, and in a darling little speech
presented a mammoth bouquet of
pink sweet peas to the honor guest,
"With our hearts' best love," she
lisped. Mrs. Lindsey kissed the little speaker, and taking her by one
hand with the bouquet in her other
the gracious first lady, went down
the long corridor greeting the half a
hundred nuns, who received with
From the main
royal cordiality.
building the guests and the sisters
crossed the moon-li- t
campus to the
assembly hall, where upon a platform dressed in odorous spring blossoms and overhung with flags, Griffith sat at a table ready to entertain. The drama he read was
It was superlatively presented
as few actors can, and as perhaps
no other reader giving the entire
drama can AU uquerque Herald.

Delightful Occasion
The Red Cross rummage sale ami
The Albuquerque Masons and their
nie stumer at Ticrra Hlanca last At Belen
between the families left the Masonic temple
Orcr The baseball game Santa
week was a decided
Fc men early last Sunday morning iri atitos
and the
$125 was clean-dfor Whitcomb Springs on an all day
netted $110 for the Red Cross.
exeersion trip.
At Elida the meeting resulted in
Due to present conditions the
Christian Spirit
$160-worth of Liberty Bonds, $6'X) Splendid
usual religious ceremonies will be rein
churches
The
Clovis
recently
W. S. S. being sold and $100 given
united in a service at the Lyceum, placed by more patriotic exercises.
to the Red Cross.
at which time an offering was taken The program at the .picnic grounds
to $65.00. This was turn- will consist of the dedication of a
Less politics, less consideration for
The meeting at Doss netted thc Red amounting
service flag of the Blue Lodge, paed
less
less bureaucracy,
Cross $4(1. Thc Liberty Loan sales er- over to the local Red Cross chapt- triotic music and speaking followed precedent,
were $J25.
machinery; more horse sense and
The churches in that city have de- by a real picnic dinner.
more power are the pressing needs.
cided to make this service a permChicago Evening Post.
A Red Cross Dance
anent monthly occasion. The exact Bruenton Goforth
The Auto and Taxi service men of
In the city of romance, of beauty
recently at the Knights Sunday for the event will be dethe city have found it necessary to ofWas given hall
A termined
at Lordsburg.
and unique attractions Miss Grace
Pythias
immediately.
increase their rates for town calls
& M'FIE
crowd was present who enLast week several loyal and ener-giti- c Bruenton, of Boston, Mass., and M'FIE EDWARDS
from twenty five to fifty cents- The large the music furnish
solW
ATTORN E
by the
R. C. members canvassed the Robert F- Goforth, of Kansas City,
new prices became effective on the joyed
rediers from Hachita. The total
OFFICII
city and as the result of their ef- Mo., met in Santa Fe for the first
first of this month.
n
forty-seveand
dollars
ceipts were
fort the local chapter fund is richer time a few months ago where the Comer Palace
Washington Ave.
and fifty cents. Of this sum twenty by $550.00.
bride had come to visit her friend
J. H. Wagner, state school super- dollars
leavfor
the
Mrs. Jack Knapp. , Like all beautiful
went
Saata Fa, New Meats,
expenses
intendent. J. V. Conway, assistant
stories should end, they were married
ing a profit for the Red Cross of Junior Red Cross
superintendent and P. Herbert Bra Twenty-sevedollars and a half.
OUR bO a
The Las Vegas school auxiliary Saturday night at the residence of
iriuu,"
man of Durango,
Me newspaper
TOASTED CIGARETTES.
shipped 17 ice bag covers; seven per- Rev. F. E- Lockridge, pastor of the
Colorado, left by auto Sunday for Socki?
who
Methodist
church,
20
Episcopal
sonal
wash
San Juan county via Galluprags, and eight
Mr. and Mrs. Goforth
I'lease do not mention socks to pairs bags;
of wristlets this week. The officiated.
of thc Lordsburg knitter-s- . After children of the West side schools are will reside for thc present tere. as
A fellow in the northern part of any
nine
most
painstakingly knitting
Through the palriot'm of the citimost enthusiastic and are so eager he is employed with the Mountain
the state predicts thafthc war will
of socks
in, to do their bit that
zens of this country thousands of
are already States Telephone and Telegraph
end in 90 days and the reason he pairs was the and sending them the
they
astonishment of
smoke kiU ore bcin;; distributed to
companywork.
planning for next
advances for his plirophecy is the great
ladies when it was re Two layettes wereyear's
American soldier in France. Authorthe
shipped
by
fact that a distant relative of his Red Cross
they were all too lar- Lorctto auxiliary on Tuesday.
ities agree that men in the trenches
Department Meeting
has enlisted and he says that this ported that
he Missionary Department of the
need cigarettes almost as much as
The High school Junior Red Cross
fellow never held a job more than ge? to fit the largest men.
food and munitions.
sent two layettes to Denver this Woman's Union of the First Pres90 days.
Young Patriotic
weekbyterian church will meet this afterA number ot young ftoys among
Mrs.
Doctors, nurses, and r imanding
Kenneth Chapman,
The local chapter shipped a large noon with
Denied the opportunity to fly for whom were Holm liursum and Robt.
officers all join in the ci
md which
Kapp
the allies "over there" Ashley Pond and Henry Stewart of Socorro, show- quantity of wristlets and socks to nas ftciu'a ofMaare- Mrs i. n.
has awakened in this cx. y a great
the program and "will
charge
has hurried to get admitted to the ed their patriotism recently by the Division headquarters at Denver
movement to keep our boy supplied
present an interesting paper on "the
Red Cross ambulance corps and ex- giving an amateur circus, thereby this week.
with smokes.
Thirty swearters were given to the Bible in Literature.
pects to sail for France within a raised $1.40, which they promptly
drafted and enlisted men who left
short time, where he will drive an turned over to the Red Cross.
Millions of the famous LUCKY
the latter part of last week for one Tuesdays Recital a Treat
ambulance at the front.
STRIKE Cigarettes are "going over"
Music? Oh, say, some treat this
of the training camps.
San Juan County R. C. Notes
all the time.
There's something
week I The recital given by E. StanThe dance given by the Red Cross
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Snyder and
about the idea of the toasted cigaley Seder, of the University of New
little daughter Margaret left Wed- at La Plata recently was well attend- - On the Job
rette tint cppeals to the men who
Miss Ruth Schlott, of Las Vegas Mexico and Mrs Ralph M. Hendernesday for New York. Mr. Snyder Led, the proceeds of about $45 will
spend their time in cold, wet trenches
was superintendent of the U. S- - In- be used to pay for wool which has who organized a Red Cross Auxi- son, of this city, Tuesday night in the
and billets.
dian School here and resigned sev- arrived.
liary at Tres Piedras, where she is auditorium of the New Museum was
eral weeks ago to go back to his
teaching, with a membership of 52 a rare treat that had been antici
Then, too, the real Kentucky Eurley
Recently a program and pic social knitters, practically the whole town pated for some time by the music
old farm near Albany.
was given at the Hare school house working, recently arranged with the lovers in Santa Fe and came fully
tobacco of the LUCKY STRIKE ciga.
rette gives them the solid satisfaction
Weather Bureau reports indicate at Bloomfield for the benefit of the assistance of other ladies a program. up to and exceeded their expectat' '
rf n r:-- "'il1' - '
Although there were Dance and auction sate for the ionsEvery number was beautithat the drottth is unbroken in the Red Cross.
Southern part of the State and that only forty present they were all benefit of the local chapter. When fully rendered and the large audiendeparted in a happy
the range is poor and stock thin. anxious to do their bit. After the the event was over the auxiliary ce present
mood appreciating the excellence of
In the northern sections the rain pies were sold a broom which was nad io.uu to its credit.
David
was
raf
Martin,
by
the
presented
entertainment given by these two
fall has been greater, the range is
eminent artists.
in (rood condition,
and live stock fled off. The broom alone brought Are They Loyal?
$7500, Milton Thomas being the
Take a peep into the knitting room
doing fairly well.
lucky one. The full amount taken at the Penitentiary at Santa Fe and Club Card Party
in was about $117.50.
At the attractive residence of Mrs.
a small group of cheer
you wilt-se- e
Attorney William McKean, secre
ful prisoners engaged in the manu- Francis C. Wilson, on Buena Vista
tary of the Taos county council of Entertainment and) Supper
Heights, the Santa Fe Woman's Club
defense was a business visitor in the A splendid entertainment followed facture of socks for the army.
They are daily driving the Red will give a card party Saturday afterHe also by a box supper, was given at the
city during the week.
Cross
The
machines
noon.
at a speed
May 11, at 3 o'clock.
knitting
attended the Red Cross meetinu at Rose Valley School in Curry county.
Says a glass of hot water with
by hundreds of others who tickets will be 50cts each and the
Las Vecas Mondav representing the Total proceeds were $80.70 and
will unequaled
phosphate before breakfast
are
will
not
be
used
beneath
crush
toward
the
proceeds
paying
laboring
Taos county Red Cross chapter. He be given to Red Cross work.
keeps Illness away.
ing weight of a nfe sentence behind off a balance on the buildincj lot
returned home Wednesday morning
Bark, and who are no more loyal purchased several months ago bv the
Rev. Father Halterman. who for the
to the American flag than these, who dub- Prizes will be given to those
This excellent.
B. M. Werley and H. W. Browne, many years served as a Jesuit Mis- are moved to their
greatest effects who score in card supremacy and a
health measure, being
of the Bennett Auto and Tractor sionary in New Mexico and who left in
doing their bit to help win the.war pleasant time is assured all who will
Company of Las VeRas, were here here several weeks ago for Wash- because of their love for liberty, attend.
adopted by millions.
sail
if
determined
to
on business Wednesday.
at once
The Ben- ington,
their loyalty to the Stars and Stripes
has
in
arrived
France.
nett company has recently completed possible,
safely
and a deep tender feeling of sym- Suffrage League Meet
Physicians the world oyer reoon
the Transcontinental garage on Col- - He is now a chaplin with the
for those who are gone forth Yesterday afternoon the Suffrage mend the Inside bath, claiming this at
letre street into an attractive Santa
expeditionary forces busy pathy
Home
from
loved
ones
and
Mrs.
W.
E.
Lind
met
to
with
the
League
of
vastly more Importance than utside
Fe style building and which they working in several camp.
Battle Field.
sev at the executive mansion-- - An
clean Unaaa, because the 1M
will operate.
T. J- - Nicholson and J. H. Pierce-hav- e Would these Prisoners make good interesting program was enjoyed by pores do not absorb impurities Into
in
the army? Thousand of others those present.
the blood, causing 111 health, while the
into business under the
The report of the Local Weather name gone
pores la the ten yards of bowela do.
of the Elmwood Electric Com- have and are still making good and
Bureau for April shows that the total pany, for the
these men only wish for an equal
Men and women are urged to drmk
of
purpose
handling
so far this year has all kinds of electric installation and chance to prove their worth- - They Jolly Catherine;
mornlnjc. before breakfast a
percipitation
been 1.93 above the ten year aver
The emnloyes of the snrvevor gen- glass of hot water wlUi a teaspoonfnt
work. They will carry a com- see their mistakes and are anxious
repair
age. The report also shows that plete line of electrical supplies. They to burry the shadowy past, erace and eral's office and their ladies made of limestone phosphate in It, as s
harmless means of helping to wash
there is ample snow in the moan' are located on Water Street in the start new. They believe there is no up the tollv party of twenty-tw- o
tains to insure a good supply of same apartments occupied by Frank better way to accomplish this than who enioyed a fine six o'clock din from the stomach, liver, kidneys and
water for irrigation during the com- Thompson's Plumbing shop. - Both to be transformed under the Ameri ner at the Parrot Shop Wednesday. bowels the previous day's indlgestibla
ing summer. Also that the average young men are experienced electri can Flag and rise from the Battle It was not a club affair, but a genial material, poisons, sour bile and toxins;
temperature tor April was nearly cians and will unquestionably be rield a new man.
event previous to the thus cleansing, sweetening and puriThese men are by no means dis eoing away of several of the em- fying the entire alimentary canal befour degrees below normal.
able to give first das service to
fore putting more food into the stonv
couraged nor is their loyalty to our ployes for the summer's work-Pantheir patrons.
Mr. and Mrs- - George
government in the least affected be
Emorv
Just as soap and hot water cleans
J. M. ValJii. Editor of El Nuevo cause they are not permitted to
Moore were visitors in Santa Fe a
Thursday
and freshen the skin, no hot water and
A merry party of youns) peon's limestone
few days during the week. The Estado, Tierra Amanita, who is also march with the Soldier Boys and
phosphate act on the ellm--'4
sheriff for Rio Arriba coun wear a uniform of the United Slates were royalty entertained at a dance Inatlve
young people were married the 24 oeoutv
organs
in
in
a
was
land
conthe
Wednesbut
with
a'
of December at Independence, Mo , ty,
Capital city
Foreign
given bv 'he Misses Earnut at thetr
Those who wake np with bad breath;
and succeeded beautifully in keeping day on his way to Gallup to take viction that this Government is de- heme Thursday night.
Dainty re- coated tongue, nasty taste or have a
The attractive bride charge of a prisoner arrested there manding and fighting for that which freshments were served.
their secret.
dun, aching head, sallow oomplextonj
was formerly Miss Gladvs Sproull, on a chaigc of having committed is right, and with a deep desire and
add stomach; others who are subject
a teacher at Maxwell City.
Mr- - forgery in Rio Arriba county. Mr. faith that it will win, they are gladorernor d Mrs. W. E-- Lindsev. to MUeua attacks or eonstlpatloo,
Moore who was formerly an assist Valdes says the farmers in this sec- ly doing all in their power to hast- Mrs. Harrv Wilson, librarian at the anoald obtain a quarter pound of lime--'
ant at the First National Bank in tion of the State will greatly in- en the Victory, fully realizing that New Museum Mrs. Howard HnevV vtoaw phosphate at taa drag store.
this city joined the national armr crease their crop acreage this year when that great campaign is over state chairman of the notional Lib- Thlswill cost yery little but is snffl-eleat Camp Funston. Kansas last Oct- as they find it necessary under the and the midst is cleared: away we erty Loan committee and Mrs. Walte dsmoiisliate the Tata of la--.
ssUhhuL
Those who continue tt
ter Danburg, of the woman's eomf
ober. Announcements were not sent present high prices to produce at shall have a lasting peace as a
for the sacrifice and suffering mittee or tne teaerai too a semintsMr. and Mrs. least as much as they reuaire for
asornlaf are assured of
oat until recently.
raaatta.
t rat Ion were present at the McAdoo
Moore returned to Camp Funston their personal consumption and for of the millions- their lira stock
By W. Gray.
Wednesday.
reception in Albuquerque last week- 'MM
.
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CAPITAL COAL

Red Cross Taa
The Ladies Aid Society of St.
John's U- - E. church will give a tea
this afternoon and evening at the
residence of Mrs. Hugh Williams
on Don Gasper avenue, for the benefit of the Red Cross. An interesting
program will be rendered by some
of the best local talent in the city.
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POWER RATE

-

200 K. W. 7c per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. 5c per K. W.
i

exceu of the above at 4c per K. W.
Special Rates for Cooking.
AH in

SANTA

FE WATER & LIGHT

CO.

".

C, A. BISHOP

& CO.

OLDEST INSURANCE AGENCY IN THE OLDEST CITY

FIRE INSURACE
LIFE INSURANCE

K

SURETY BONDS:

AUNB'S

GOOD THINGS TO EAT
Bakery Goods

Coffee, Cake

Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Kaisin Bread

FrulU

'

Bananas

Oranges

Grapes
Apples
VegeUbl
Sweet Potatoes
Celery

WE HAVE THEM ALL
K A U N E

'

S

Phon2$

'

An Inside Bath
Makes You Look
and Feel Fresh
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